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Marriott Worker Fired In Controversy
Bistro Employee Gets Canned For Wearing A Crucifix Outside His Shirt And Refusing To Tuck It In
BY IAN LANG

News Editor

On Thursday, December 5,
Kevin Mullen a Floating Lead
(shift supervisor) at the Bistro
was terminated from his job, by
his
supervisor
Laurie
Hennessey, for insubordination.
According to Jon Small, Food
Service Director, Mullen had refused to tuck a cross necklace
into his shirt, an action which
was in violation of the jewelry
clause in Marriott's Company
Policy. "Short necklaces are okay
as long as they can be tucked
into the shirt and not seen."
Small.stated that Mullen had
repeatedly been warned about
the violation, but that he had
refused to comply with the supervisor. Despite a suspension,
which was later rescinded, on
November 21, and a written
warning on November 26
Mullen continued to refuse to
tuck the cross into his shirt. "At
this point we had no choice but
to terminate Kevin's employment. We. exh^usiecle^eiy possibility, and followed the
agreement between the union
and Marriott to the letter," Small
stated.
Though Mullen doesn't dis-.

agree with the basic facts of the
case, he feels that his cross
doesn't constitute, "wearingjewelry, instead it is-an outward
sign of my religion...By management trying to make me put my
cross inside of my shirt it is trying to make me deny Christ,
which I will never do."
Mullen also has a problem
with Marriott's decision to enforce the policy this late in the
semester after letting it slide up
until this time. "1 feel if your
(Marriott) jewelry policy was
going to be enforced it should
have been done at the beginning
. of the semester, and not now."
In response to this, Small
stated that Mullen's infraction
of the policy had not come to his
attention until recently when a
hourly company employee
complained about Mullen's jewelry. "Once I found out about the
infraction I wrote a note to
Kevin asking his to tuck the
cross in while the union and
Marriott discussed possible
ways to change the wording of
the jewelry policy I didn't know

Kevin back at his job. "I have
supported Kevin from the beginning when he wanted to
move from grill cook to management. He has been a good
worker, and I want to see him
succeed here at Marriott."
In response to this statement,
Mullen said that though he
would like to come back to
work, this latest decision is just
the next in a long line of attempts to get rid of him. "They
have been creating a paper trail
on me for a long time. When I
looked in my file I found one
document that I believe was
forged, and two other warning
which 1 never signed."
In addition Mullen pointed
out that since last year his hours
had been reduced from 38.5
hours per week to just 23.5.
"These new hours leave me 1.5
hours away from qualifying for
insurance coverage. Small however, stated that the reduction of
hours was merely due to the fact
that Mullen was lowest in seniority
Mullen feels that the timing

his cross but since the'
ning of the semester."
Small feels that this disagreement can still be worked out,
and eventually he hopes to have

Holiday Break. "They were hoping to weed me out while everyone else in the Trinity
community was concentrating

JACOB KASEU.

Kevin Mullen, formerly an employer at the Bistro, was
terminated from employment last weekfor violating the
Marriott dress code.

on exams and getting ready to
go home for the holidays," said
Mullen.
At the time ot publication
Mullen was still considering his
opiOM, Wt he'M'd We iruleff
out suing Marriott. "Marriott
likes to push around people that
they feel can't afford a lawyer,
but I have a couple of aces up

my sleeve. Over the next few
weeks I am going to contact
some people, and see what they
can do"
In Monday's Student Government Xssociatton meeting the
SGA decided to draft a letter to
Marriott asking for Mullen's reinstatement, as well as a meeting with Jon Small.

Crackdown In Drug Policy Suspected By Some
Students, Faculty, A nd Administrators Agree That Clarification On Drug Policy Needed
BY ERNESTO C. ANCUILLA

News Editor

The issue of rising drug usage
has caught the eye of many in
recent months. For example, in
this year's presidential race, one
of the centerpiece issues was
rising drug usage among the
youth of our nation. It has not
escaped discussion on Trinity's
campus either as several different governing bodies have recently been confronted with
the "problem" of drug abuse and
how Trinity's drug policy deals
with that.
"There seems to be an increase of drug use on campus,"
. said Associate Dean of Students
Kirk Peters. He cites this as one
of the primary reasons for the
recent flurry of discussion on it.
"It is warranting more discussion than it did in the past," he
said.

The problem, as Peters sees it,
does not lie in Trinity's drug
policy specifically. He feels that
the student body is unclear on
what the consequences of casual drug use are. This is not the
case with alcohol policy since
specific reprisals to infractions
have been devised over past
years.
This issue was echoed by College Affairs Committee Representative Kevin Thompson '99.
"The administration needs to
make the issue more clear cut
because it becomes very subjective," he said. He cited that it is
much easier to smuggle marijuana into a dormitory than a
six-pack of beer. "Once students
become accustomed to smoking
up with their buddies as freshmen, it naturally becomes a
habit when they become upperclassmen," he said.
The "subjectivity" Thompson
points to is the lack of specific

consequences outlined for studentscaughtabusingdrugs. He
pointed out that it is fine for the
Deans of Students to reserve the
right to dole out penalties as
they see fit; however, they
should not lay that responsibility on resident assistants (RA)
who often come into contact
with drug abusers long before
the administration does. "The
RA's have clear duties when it
comes to writing up residents
for alcohol abuse," said Thompson, "This is not so clear when it
comes to drug abuse."
Peters was also sympathetic
. to this issue. "Although enforcing college policies is not the
primary responsibility of an
R A," he said, "It does not change
the fact that is one of their roles."
Alice McCartney '97, the Office of Residential Life's FirstYear Staff Coordinator, was also
concerned that the role of the
RA not become a policing role.

She maintains that the current
policy of contacting Campus
Safety in all cases of drug abuse
removes a great deal of pressure
from the RA. "Since it is an illegal activity, it should, like all
other illegal activities, be referred to Campus Safety.
McCartney did say that when
an RA encounters any such
problem with one of their residents - whether it be with
drugs, alcohol, depression, etc. they should be dealt with one
way or the other.
Peters went on to say that the
administration cannot leave the
RA stranded when it comes to
dealing with these difficult issues. He said that if an RA is
forced to deal with a drug problem with one of their residents,
they should not feel that they
must confront that resident
even if they feel uncomfortable
in doing so. They may come and
speak with someone in the
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Dean of Student's office or at
Campus Safety. "We understand that it is difficult to enforce policy without backup,"
he said.
The emphasis when it comes
to drug abuse is on rehabilitation, according to Peters. He
pointed out the first paragraph
of the "Policy On Drug Usage"
deals directly with the issue of
counseling drug abusers: "Because the College is concerned
with preventing the serious difficulties which arise for the individual from illegal drug usage
and from illegal drug distribution, certain members of the
College staff are available to
those in need of confidential
counseling and medical assistance. (Page 85)".
Peters also denied unconfirmed reports that the Dean of
Student's office has a list of potential drugdealers on campus.
see POLICY on page seven
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ea From Fire Society
To the Community,

Happy? Holidays
For most of us, the holidays are a time to give thanks for blessings both
great and small. For some, however, the holidays are the loneliest and
most melancholy time of the year. For those who have lost their job, the
holidays can also be the most traumatic time of the year. When one
should be buying presents for children, family and friends, those that
have lost their jobs are worrying about how much money they have saved
and where they will find a new job.
Right now at Trinity we are witnessing individuals becoming a part of
this dark side of the holidays. With the new complaints against the
Marriott Corporation concerning unfair policies, one individual has been
fired and another's job is in serious jeopardy. There are always two sides
to every story and as we have reported on one worker's situation in depth,
we could not be aware of all of the reasons behind his dismissal. However, does that make the fact that he was laid off merely two weeks before
Christmas seem any less callous and insensitive? I would argue that it
does not.
Another Marriott employee, a single mother, is in danger of losing her
job over a policy that is carelessly designed for unmarried individuals.
As a mother, she has to worry about being able to provide for her child at
a time that she so desperately wants to indulge him.
Whether or not The Tripod knows all of the facts surrounding these
cases, they are, nonetheless, bleak reminders of the cruelty and coldness
of corporate America. As cogs in the machine, no considerations are made
to take into account personal needs and lifestyles in termination decisions.
Students use the term, the "real world" as an all-inclusive buzz word
describing life outside the gates of Trinity College. Come to find out, kids
that there's some awfully "real world" stuff going on inside the gates.
The Tripod wants to wish the entire Trinity community good luck in
their pursuit to achieve happiness this holiday season.

In the past few weeks an alarming number of items in the Alpha Delta Phi house have been taken or destroyed, lean understand
good humored jokes that social organizations play on each other,
but in these cases the game has been taken over an acceptable line.
Since the beginning of the school year, the following thefts or damages have occured:
-3 of our composite pictures were stolen (2 of which have been
returned)
- License plates were stolen from five of the cars in our parking
lot. The thieves in this case were discovered and the plates returned.
-A student used our fire extinguishers to spray down an entire
room, damaging all of the furniture inside.
- A trophy, wheel dolly, and sign were stolen. Once again, the
thieves were discovered, and the items returned. The stealing of
the sign resulted in damge both to the sign and the wall to which
it was attached.
-Lastly, the week before Thanksgiving break, yet another two
composites were stolen along with a painting of the old Alpha Delta
Phi house.
This last theft is particularly distressing because it is a painting
that has hung in both the old and the new house for the last fortyone years. We are especially proud of this painting by Bruce
McDonald '51, an artist whose paintings hang in other buildings
on campus besides our own. It saddens us to think that a painting
he worked so hard on and dedicated to his classmates is in the possession of someone who has no idea of, or care for, its importance.
It is becoming exceedingly difficult for us as a social organization to rationalize holding events for the school when all that it
results in is stolen property. Despite our non-involvment in this
game, it continues to punish us.
For the items that are still missing we have filed stolen property
reports with Campus Safety and the Hartford Police Department.
This is by no means a threat, but a way to secure our interests.
Should the painting or the composites be returned we will accept
them with no questions asked.. If you have any information regarding these incidents, please contact me at extension 3053.
Sincerely,
Sean P.D. Berry
President, Fire Society
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It wasn't an official contest, but every
one was excited to try their hand
constructing Frosty and kin.

Festive atmosphere, beautiful people,
and a hard bar that didn't quit made this
party the perfect beginning to the
festive season.

Broken Windows

Cool Kids play hard!!!!

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:
•E-MAIL:
'
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

'••.'.•'•

Box'702582 :
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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ANYWAY.

and contributing tostudent life.
In all there are a plethora of undergraduates who are invaluI was talking to my father and stepmother a few months ago;
by Jamie Evans able participants in worthy after just visiting with a friend of mine from home. Josh, who
Well campers, here we are at judged, in the not toodistant fu- activities and receive little more
graduated from Connecticut College last year. My father asked,
the end of another fruitful se- ture, by our academic accom- than ceremonial congratulaabout what josh's plans for the immediate future are.and 1 told
mester of hinging, procrastinat- plishments. What often goes tions for their efforts. These are
him that Josh has several ideas- ranging form work in-publishing, rationalizing, and, unnoticed is the time and effort all activities which, in many
ing in New York City to international finance in Asia, josh has
occasionally, working. I, for one, that many members of this ways, provide much more subchanged his plans several times: in the past few years, and this
am truly amazed that it all gets community spend committing stantive and meaningful educaprompted my father co refer to my friend as a "fuck-up.-1 wasn't
done (Ok, it isn't all done yet). themselves to extracurricular tion than many of the
sure exactly how josh's mere indecision: and patience regarding
We are all blessed with the activities whose only present classroom offerings which curthe future constituted that title,so,I told my fatlierthisancj ended
youthful vigor that allows us to reward is personal fulfillment. rently earn academic credit.
the ensuing conversation by saying, "He's only twenty-two.":' : ••
put off work until its imme- Each of us receives credit for Does it seem so farfetched to
: This com merit spurred their greatest fears -that ; ourgeheradiacy is so powerfully felt that successfully completing a class suggest that Trinity reward
tionis infected with a vision of the; future that is blinded by a
we are drawn, in the middle of and that fact is carefully re- such diligence with some mea- youthfully idyllic wish to. indefinitely neglect.responsibility;::to
the night, to the lab, library, or corded and protected by the sure of concrete and tangible
live off the fat of-our energetic spirit and toexpect that all of'our
MCEC (which is where I find Registrar's office, but those men meaning?
ownexpectations for the future will materialize effortlessly, liiey,:
myself right now at 12:30a.m, and women who are involved in
of course, assutoethat under this spell we will inevitably perish
Trinity has taken considersurrounded by a group of stu- equally valuable activities out- able pride in advertising itself as
in that dr^arn^iinpossibility/:^hethe
or whether we cati, inow.h^
a school that of fe rs a prospective
student the opportunity to be
collective dream,;Xdo notknow; but I chanced the role ofgenTrinity has made the tacit admission that
widely involved in activities
eradpnai representative bytrying to explain to: my parents tha:t:
some pursuits not exclusively dedicated
beyond the classroom. Its inif; our y^uthful;;idea&
ternship
program
is
extensive
there
is more to: lfc
to the classroom are deserving of
and widely used by the student
::::;What is the:Araerieattl3^
academic credit.
body. Interestingly, students re- thing :|odo:withia
ceive credit for such work.
i d h i ^ | t ^
dents overcome with stress in- side of the classroom do not Oftentimes, a student can receive a full credit for being "a
duced giddiness). What are the have such luxury.
|jpi^
rewards of our sporadic effort?
I suggest that Trinity at least copy and coffee boy" at down-.
j3te
Well, we get those elusive and consider (come on, Rome wasn't town investment bank or filing
(5.j|a;:rn^iift^
all-important credits that allow built in a day) offering credit for paperwork for a local judge. I am
$d;-::At^jf:id:;m
us to claim our piece of colle- those extracurricular activities not suggesting that Trinity
j^
giate history. We get the satis- which are academic in some ca- should not offer credit for such
^E^
; fy~ :
faction of knowing that a "job pacity. Institutions of far greater work for I am sure its value has
done" is not quite as good as a stature than Trinity already do been carefully evaluated by
"job well done" but still cuts the so. Publications like The Tripod, men wiser than I. Similarly,
proverbially mustard.
The Other Voice and Trincoll Trinity offers half and full credit
Unfortunately, we also realize journal are all student run and Teaching Assistant positions.
that the judgement of our suc- student produced. There are By and large, these positions are
cess as students is predomi- community service groups hardly time consuming and, .
nantly measured by a twelve such as "Camp for Kids" which also, are chiefly concerned with
point scale that even some math are organized and maintained running periodic study sessions
^yj||gh^
prolessors have admitted can- by students. The leaders of SG A and handing out assignments.
not conclusively be solved. I do and TCAC all have spent con- Again, I do not question the acan;;;^s:"Some^
not mean to make light of this siderable time and effort coordi- demic worth of such positions.
situation — each of us will be nating events, hosting speakers. Yet, it seems that these two ex^ r i d l h k d f e ' h M ^ ::V-;::J^:i:*: '^fit?
amples suggest that "Lrmuy has
made the'tadt admission that
some pursuits not exclusively
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
of taking
dedicated to the classroom are
deserving of academic credit.
This suggests that there must
i|p|^t^:'opj;niQtia1te3. an^ oh hew we desire that high
be others. 1 honestly believe that
extracurricular
activities
which can be shown to be aca|§^^
demic in some capacity should
and can be rewarded as such.
Logistically, such an endeavor
could follow many of the same
guidelines already established
for internships. Advisors could
play an active role and ensuring
i*iil
that the work being done is worthy
of
credit.
More
importantly,
TRIP HOSMER '97
such a system would encourage
Trinity students, who might
"What is the new faculty
otherwise be deterred by time
sex toy parked on the 'Long constraints, to get involved in
Walk'?"
activities which might have significant relevance in later life.
I know from personal experience that extracurriculars have
been vital in my development
as a student both in and out of
the classroom. The lessons I
have learned are broad and useJOE HEWES '98
ful (ranging from knowledge of
^y&|iii^
software usage to compromise
and leadership skills). Obvi"What is something you
ously, I am not suggesting that
can't have too many of? I'd
Trinity allow those activities
like one of my own. Makes
|ill^^
are purely recreational in
a great holiday gift idea for which
"
" ""••••"
Ml6i4
nature to be transformed into
that special someone."
engines for easy credit. Instead,
I offer a chance for Trinity to
would gladly wake up at say, forty-five, and discover that we are
solidify itself as an institution
glad
to have taken enough time priof to the onset of binding rewhich is willing to truly give its
sponsibilities in order to have gone where we really wanted to
students a range of opportunigo. •
ties and the ability to take adHUNTER HOFFMAN '97
Responsibility Is burdensome and it is rewarding. Here at Trm:
, vantage of them. Trinity, as an
ity we can. see the Immediate rewards of our endeavors, and we
"What is something the
institution, has been clamoring
can also, hopefully, see that t nereis more to do, more to see, more
to be than suburbk. More than arly generation, before us, I believe
school should offer rides
• of late about its drive towards
our generation is.eoming to .realize this. Or perhaps it is rnerely
education in 21st century. Let's
on for neighborhood
the company I keep, that makes, me think (very fondly) that it is
not allow dogmatic ideas about
children?"
where and when credit is de- •not just an'adolescent dream to delay the onset of familial responsibly , professional ladder cllmbtog, and proprietal root esserved to close our minds from
tablishment until we have expk>r«khe cpols of our educations
the novel and worthy suggesbeyond mere professional applications, and embraced that iritions which might truly set
d ' d
'
'
' '
'
Trinity apart from the pack.
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with
Nicholas Morehead
streets in the past three weeks in a grand
display of their denouncement of
Milosevic's actions. Again, what does he
decide to do? Censure the newspapers
and radio stations.
Folks, this is bad, and it might get
worse. Much worse. The tension continues to mount as protesters keep protesting, and Milosevic refuses to budge. He
has the military behind him, which is
the modern version of the divine man-

We've spread our influence, fought for our values (and
resources), and instilled our culture all over the world.
fighting Bosnians, some of whom were
Serbs themselves, who were fighting
Croats, who were Moslems, who were
fighting for their lives. It was all a terrible
mess; tragic and horrible. War can be no
other way. We heard stories of mass
graves, of systematic raping and murdering of civilians, of towns destroyed and
cities bombarded. Slowly, as the smoke
cleared, we found our worst nightmares,
and these stories, to be true.
As the richest and most powerful
country on earth, America sat this one
out. We twiddled our thumbs, argued
possible solutions, and even threatened
some honest to goodness air strikes. Action, it seemed, was not on our agenda.
Why should it have been? There were no
huge oil reserves in Sarajevo.
The United Nations stepped in, to try
and bring some order and resolution to
the scene, but with one political hand
, tied behind it's back, it failed miserably.
Finally, when it was decided that Americans .were enraged enough to do; something about this atrocity, America
stepped in, hosted the "historical" Dayton Accords, which brought about a solution, albeit tenuous, to this war. Now
it seems that it might have all been in
vain.
•
Slobodan Milosevic, in the wake of
this war which he more or less oversaw,
was recently voted out of power. What
does he decide to do? Nullify the results,
cancel the whole electoral process, and
retain his power. Just like that, democracy is denied and tyranny embraced.
The citizens of Serbia have taken to the

date. There is the potential for a major
crackdown here. We've seen the likes of
this in the recent past, with Tienanmin
Square in China, the 100 mile march in
Cambia, the (continuing) Civil War in
Rwanda, and before all this, the Holocaust in Germany. Granted, these events
are much worse than what we are seeing right riow in Serbia, but that is my
point. The potential for an escalation
into a full out catastrophe is great. It is
quiet as of yet, and so the outside world
has kept outside, offering rhetoric and
idle threats as punishment. However, if
we are to be FDR's "arsenal of democracy," we must be ready and willing to
but in.
America has based its existence on
butting in. We've spread our influence,
fought for our values (and resources), and
instilled our culture all over the world.
Right 6r wrong, it's the way we are. Our
very creation as a sovereign state was
founded on this principle. We never have
been a truly isolationist country, and this
is certainly not the time to start being''
one. If not as the world's policemen, then
as its crooked police chief, the United
States needs to condemn these actions as
criminal. We need to recognize that
Serbia, and its president, are ripe for a
bust. If oil is a noble thing to fight for,then where does democracy stand? If we
sit by and watch this escalate into another all out massacre, what can we
think of ourselves as a nation? What's
going on in Serbia is wrong. Freedom is
being denied, and justice perverted. It
might time for America to butt in,

Hear A Call For Papers
To the Editor:
As has been the tradition, the
President's Fellows have again decided to
publish a 16th edition of the Trinity Papers, an annual journal of outstanding
undergraduate scholarship. This years
Papers will consist of superior student
fictional work, essays, papers, scientific
research reports and art work. All undergraduate Trinity students are encouraged to submit work done for courses,
seminars, independent studies and any
work written specifically for the papers.

editors may require revision before publication. All work submitted will be reviewed by an Editorial board drawn
from 'this years President's fellows. Assistance and opinions of faculty members may be sought by the editors,
however, decisions for publication are
made by the editorial board and are final.
The deadline for submission will be
January 27, 1997. All material should
be addressed to "The Trinity Papers" and
should be received at the Office of Dean
Spencer no later than 4 p.m To eliminate
personal bias, identifying numbers will

...Trinity students are encouraged to submit work done
for courses, seminars, independent studies and any
work written specifically for the papers.
All work must have been done while the
author was a student at Trinity, however
IDP students and regular undergraduate
students are equally-encouraged to submit. Papers can be on any topic, but only
those of exceptional quality will be published.
Requirements for submitting work are
as follows: there is no limit to the length
of submission, however, authors are
strongly recommended to submit their
most potent and engaging work. Submissions should be double spaced, and
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WRTC: A Valuable Asset

n
The spirit of Hitler still looms in Eastern Europe. The recently finished Balkan
War is not, by any means, completely
over. The very proponents of genocide
itself run rampant in the form of the
Serbian president, Slobodan Milosevic,
and the global indifference to what he is
doing now.
The Balkan War saw the country, of
Yugoslavia torn apart along ethnic, cultural, and religious lines. Serbians were

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

replace the authors' name on each paper before consideration by the editorial
board. Those papers not accepted for
publication will be returned to their respective authors. There is no limit to
how many pieces you wish to submit,
however, we strongly recommend that
you submit your best effort. We look forward to reading the fruit of your intellectual labor here at Trinity.
Sincerely,
Editorial Board. 1997

for reception by secondary school classrooms throughout the greater Hartford
The article on WRTC-FM in the No- area. These programs featured a Trinity
vember 19th issue overlooks a "golden professor delivering a specially prepared
age" of creative programming and ser- lecture (f requen tly an English or History
vice to the greater Hartford community topic) and then setting up a classroom
dialogue for these high school students
prior to the twenty year horizon cited.
Throughout the 1950's and the 1960s with their own teachers. "Classrooms
the station routinely produced original Unlimited" was cited by national media
programming offering listeners in the for its originality and impact on secondgreater Hartford area alternatives in- ary education.
Just as George Will and Peter Kilborn
cluding: "live" dramatic productions; student commentary on current news and of The Tripod (and many others) would
sports events; virtually all on-campus go on to attractive careers in writing, so
special lectures and symposia; weekly too. did George Will (again), David
broadcasts in French geared toward the Deutsch (Executive Producer of WashFranco-American
community; ington Week in Review) and many oth"miniseries" on topics of interest featur- ers move from WRTC-FM to careers in
ing Trinity faculty and students; and radio and television.
weekly classical and jazz programs typiWith its rich history, WRTC-FM recally offering in-depth commentary.
mains an interesting platform from
Although even then WRTC-FM did which students may today develop their
not have much of a campus following own "apprenticeships" within the media
(most students did not have FM radios), industry and leverage Trinity even furTrinity students were introduced to ther with the greater Hartford commuTo the Editor,

With its rich history, WRTC-FM remains an interesting
platform from which students may today develop their
own "apprenticeships" within the media industry...
broadcasting and, in a sense, to the media industry. Converseley, Hartford residents were introduced to Trinity and
many followed these programs regularly.
Significantly, WRTC's original programming occasionally was picked up by the
then Eastern Educational Radio Network (EERN) - a precursor of public
broadcasting. Trinity's EERN originations included interviews with Robert
Frost, Eugene Normandy and other visitors to Trinity and/or the Hartford area,
'and some of the aforementioned lectures;
symposia, and other productions.
One of the great hallmarks of that era
was "Classrooms Unlimited," consisting
of a significant library of programming
transmitted off hours by appointment

nity and beyond. In light of Trinity's current efforts toward partnerships with the
Hartford community, it is paradoxical
that your reporter attributes the current
lack of student involvement to the fact
that the station is making a concerted
effort to reach out to the community.
As was demonstrated in the past, I believe that WRTC-FM still offers great
opportunities. Perhaps some will see a
chance to apply this medium creatively
towards the interests of the College and
themselves by drawing upon their" own
originality and entrepreneurism.
Sincerely,
Charles H.McGill'63

Sitting on the Steps of a library at 135th and Malcolm X Boulevard
Right across.the street- from Harlem Hospital, and
a block down, txqtsx that fetk chicken joint, I sat,
a little white boy-iri Harlem' on the anniversary of the Million Man March.
At 9 in the morning
the city's waking lethargy
gave itself an Indian summer steam bath,
that made the sun's glow hug the
ashtray sidewalk's piss shine —
that reeked fiourescatit,
And men waked by—.
Jamaican studs with fire highlight dreadlocks.
Angle bodied, limping junkie's, with dry cracked hands, and laceless converse.
Hip-hop teenagers, walking shoulder first, to the beat of a proud purpose.
Middle class businessmen, in their downtown tailored suits.
And bow tied brothers of Elijah Moh*aramed, looking like SS troopers in 38 Berlin,
And they a,ll walked ~
not in Step,
but direction, up,
Malcolm X Boulevard
to the 135th street downtown red line.
Where they entered the golden road
to the day of atonement, and
the sub.way ride to commemorate
redemption at the UN.,
Andl
'
I stayed in Harlem.

.

.
'

.

by Jonathan Gadon Sefib

' Editor's Note: TheOpinionsectioti encourages students who find their voice
best heard through alternative mediums to contribute their work. Is is our belief
that a paper such as ours, which is seeking to raise'ehe level of thought and discussion of worthy issues on. this campus, should be open to apty and all literary
methods.'
, - '
'
•
, • - .'
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IS THE QUALITY OF WRITING AT TRINITY GOOD ENOUGH ?

BY TOUFIC HADDAD '97

Respondent •

Being a First Year Mentor, I have the
privilege (or burden) of seeing what first
year students can produce when it
comes to writing. And as would be expected, the results range from quite
strong to really quite poor. Unfortunately, the majority of the papers I see
seem to fall under the latter category
rather than the former. It would be safe
to say that Trinity suffers from an undeniable writing problem that is unlikely

credibility.
Let us begin here then. The essence of
what is to be said must be formulated in
the mind of the author, before any writing touches the page. In order for this to
take place an engaged and resilient mind
needs to be willing to ascend beyond the
sheltered confines of "writing for a
grade", into the realm of "writing for the
empowerment of the self." Let's not kid
ourselves. Writing has ramifications
outside its seemingly banal and prosaic
utility. It is a reflection of the mind of
the author and is thereby a vehicle
through which the inner workings of the
mind are outwardly expressed in full
glory or disgrace. We must have the courage to think before we can fulfill the obligation to write.
It is difficult enough to get students at
Trinity to think of anything outside their
parochial and superficial lives. How we
expect good writing to emerge from
somnambulating minds then is a mystery to me. The technical skills of writing are easy enough to build, and are
really just a function of the familiarity

Writing is...a vehicle through which the inner workings
of the mind are outwardly expressed in full glory or
disgrace. We must have the courage to think before
we can fulfill the obligation to write.
to go away unless we seriously reassess students have with writing forms, and
the causes of these problems and pursue the practicineofthem^rammar. logic
their evasive solutions *
' '* "'**''v"
In general, there are two important desire to think must be self-ignited.
classifications that need to be kept in Trinity can focus all it wants on forcing
mind when it comes to writing. These first year students to take Writing 101 or
are, what is said, and how is what is said to use the Writing Center as much as
to be said. Trinity suffers from both these possible. But it seems to me these are only
malaises, although probably more from pretty bandaids used to cover up ugly
the first one, rather than from the second. realities: feeble intellectual interest
Unfortunately, once you have failed in coupled with complacent academic irreformulating a concise and meaningful sponsibility. If Trinity really wants the
idea, it does not matter how eloquently quality of writing on campus to improve,
you can communicate it; your idea still it must address these issues before it can
falls short of holding any intellectual expect any substantial results.
there needs to be, in the-spirit of a liberal arts education, a certain level, of •
writing proficiency attained by all students. We need a standard, and upon
graduation, we should all be able to clear
this bar.
So what- are our options for getting
there? How about a writing requirement
-foreveryone, something like Wri ting 10i
for all first year students. This way,
they'd get us all on the way in, and we'd
come out on the other sWe writing well
in some predetermined form. The curriculum could be engineered such that
even if students never take another writ-

BY T O M DEVANEY '98 &
MARISA ASKEW ' 9 9

Respondents

As a former Guided Studies student
and as a current English 101 TA, we
have both had a great deal of experience with the subject of writing at Trinity, We feel that there are several areas
concerning writing at Trinity which
have been neglected. The admissions
process gives the impression that writing is highly stressed at Trinity, How-

withdut learning how to write, and
freshmen. Perhaps if these seniors had
been required to learn how to write
earlier in their time at Trinity, they
would not be running around as second semester seniors writing papers on
how to use the Internet — a skill they
most certainly have already acquired.
It is widely accepted that most science majors will not be excellent writers. However, in the humanities, the
situation is the same. Professors are
more interested in a paper's content
than in being able to understand the
writing. Often it seems that a paper
which consisted of the key phrases on
a topic and an occasional verb would
be perfectly acceptable, and receive the
same grade as a paper which displayed
knowledge of basic grammar. Excepting the English departmen t, professors
in writing-based majors seems only to
care that you know the facts, not that
you can express them.
Although it seems that no one takes

Excepting the English department, professors in
writing-based majors seems only to care that you
know the facts, not that you can express them,
ever, the emphasis begins and ends
here. Writing skills are not needed to
excel, nor even to pass in most departments. In most introductory science
courses, there is only abrief discussion
>i iechmcal writing skills. Fortuwriting skills at all, are not needed in
these courses. Lab reportsfull of grammatical and typographical errors seem
to go unpenalized. This leaves students unprepared for higher-level
courses in which writing skills become necessary, Students often realize this late in their Trinity careers.
Beginning level writing courses are
often a mix of seniors who have realized that they have almost graduated

advantage of them, there are many opportunities to improve your writing.
English 101 courses provide a simple,
yet intensive setting in which to
sharpen your basic writing skills
through rev Vsion> peer review, and direct contact with an interested professor. The Writing Center is open to any
student who wants to meet with a
Writing Associate to discuss specific
papers and receive advice from a peer.
If all professors placed more emphasis
on their students' ability to write
clearly and effectively, then perhaps
these resources would be more widely
used. A liberal arts education should
not only teach the facts, but also how
to express them.

If we believe some people just can't write, _ on improving their writing. Bufcwfmt'
we could'get sixth year seniors just try- • aboutth'ose students who are not Irithe
•ing to pass their Timing-requirement
seminar of their choosing and end up •
Okay, how about the First "Year Semi- having to write oil a subject they abnars? Couldn't we, \n the'fins print de- hor. . And who's going to grade this
tailing these academically arid socially huge amount of writing. Furthermore,
integrattve courses, say that one aim is once again, we've added another one o£.
to produce good writers through de- the dreaded r-words (requirements) to
manding large quantities of written the list of things prbspecti ves hear on
work? Wrong again. It is not likely that their campus tour. Andbesides, what
professors teachuigserairiars wantto be about all the trees?
told more specifically what they must -. ' Alright, how .about a big test. Sortteach and require (such as a specific out everyone by their last name and
BY V.K. MAJMUDERV 9 9
number of papers). If this were imple- make them sit and writeon command, •
Respondent
mented, there might be more difficulty Hey, we could even-dine them. Then
everyone could be graded-and chat
would indicate if they write well
In a word, no. Of course not If we all
enough
to graduate with a Trinity isThe observation has been made by another Writing
believe that a piece of writing is neversue
degree,
would be a one time
finished and a final product is just a
Associate familiar with admissions that requirements deal, no class.This
to take, no unhappy prq>draft you leave alone for a while (forare not especially prospective friendly* And what fessors. Again, I refer to the math proever?) then writing at Trinity is not
ficiency -exa'rh. And who is going to
about those students who don't succeed in Wl? Do
good enough. Maybe 1 should only
exams? '
speak from personal experience we make it like the math proficiency exam, where. grade'these
This
is
a
delicate
issu*, one which
there*scertainly vast roomfor improvethey keep taking it over and over?
has been discussed at length, and for
ment inmy own writing, butldoseea
•which I haven't dreamt up any plausampling of papers from across the dissible solutions, as is evident from-the
ciplines and classes, from first years to
IDF students, I am a Writing Associate ing class, they would be able to make the in recruMtig professors to teach these conflicts presented above. But the important issue is that we all need to be
' ' - • • ,
at the Writing Center. You know, that 'good enough'cut. Thissounds great but, courses,
able
to writs well Whether we are
another
requirement?
The
observation
Maybe,
instead
of
asking
seminar,
brown and red building across from
New Dorm, next to the Smith House. lias been made by another Writing As- teaching professors to accommodate math majors or theatre majors,. 1 can't
Does seeing a few papers a week really sociate familiar with admissions that writing throughout the semester'; they: • even form aa opinion on what's the
qualify me to assess the quality of writ- tequirementsare not especially prospec- , could be asked to assign one big 20 page • right thing to do, but 1 do Wieve'that
ing at our College? Perhaps not, but 1 tive friendly. And what about those $tu? term paper due at-the end of the "semi- . writing is a skill that is SO fandamenwill anyway and I've.come to a-coupje dents who don't succeed in toll Do we nar 'on the subject of that course. 'This •.' tal to whatever we do after we leave
make it like the math proficieny exat»> way.-the school would beensured that all Trinity, that we can't afford to take it's
of conclusions,
•• ' '. '
My premise for the following is that where'they keep taking it over and over? , students would be writing And working ~ quality level lightly.
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Student Government Association Report

Provitera And Nardelli
Back Down From Motion
BY SARA MERIN
SCA Reporter

This week's Student Government Association (SGA) meeting was held on Monday,
December 2, at 9:15 p.m. in Terrace Room B of Mather Hall.
The main topic of the meeting
was a proposal to change
Trinity's eligibility requirements for academic awards.
The group that would be most
effected by this change is IDP
students, and accordingly, a
number were present. Dean of
Students David Winer and Associate Administrative Dean
John Waggett were also present
at this meeting.
SGA President Paxton
Provitera and Vice President of
Finance Mick Nardelli proposed the controversial motion
on eligibility for academic
awards. The original motion
consisted of three sections, and
it read, "Section I: We move that,
in order to be eligible for any
academic awards, a student
must have taken four credits in
each of his or her enrolled semesters at college. Section 11: We
further move that, along with
the standards of Section I, that
a student must have taken
twenty-seven credits at Trinity
,.College;;to be eligible for any
academic awards." Section 111:
Exceptions to Sections I and II
are possible only through the
written consent of the Dean of
Students." This motion generated a heated debate among all
of the people present at the
meeting.
Early in the meeting, the entire motion and its motivations
were criticized. One IDP student attacked the motion by

stating, "My understanding is
that all academic awards are
given out fora high level of academic achievement. We should
not be penalized in our academic scholarship because
we're older or IDP, when we're
doing the same work." Mrs.
Louise Fisher, the Director of
Special Academic Programs, attempted to find the cause behind SGA's motion, by stating
that "Overall, the IDP students
are not walking away with a
significant number of awards,
proportionally."
The next attack was
launched on the first section of
the motion, when the reasoning
behind making four credits per
semester mandatory for academic awards eligibility was
clarified. Provitera and Nardelli
explained that the reasoning
behind the first section of the
motion was that traditional students will go on academic probation if they take fewer than
four courses in one semester, but
IDP students can take less than
that without consequence. The
way in which the IDP course
schedule works was then explained to SGA. IDP students
sign up for a goal number of
courses per semester. They then
must work around that number,
and it is possible for IDP students>to go on academic probation. Fisher then stated, "The
requirements are the same; the
time span is just different." She
then added, "What is the basis
for the concern over four credits a semester?" In response to
this, an SGA member proposed
that, "Instead of four courses,
you cannot have been on academic probation in order to
qualify for academic awards."
This amendment did not pass.

The second section of the
motion received less criticism
than the first. Provitera explained it by saying, "The main
reason for increasing the credit
requirement to twenty-seven
creditsffrom eighteen credits] is
because your transfer creditsdo
not count towards your GPA."
He then proposed a scenario
which he deemed to be unfair,
and others deemed unlikely. He
said, "If a student gets C's in his
first two years, which constitute
eighteen credits, and he gets A's
at Trinity (another eighteen
credits), he can be Valedictorian
at Trinity."
After the two sections were
discussed, Dean Winer asked
Provitera and Nardelli for clarification on their definition of
academic awards. Winer stated,
"What we're really talking
about is Valedictorian and Salutatorian, two academic awards?"
Provitera and Nardelli responded, "Yes." After this,
Darrick Mello '99 commented,
"A lot of times we propose
sweeping legislations when
they aren't needed, and they
hurt more than they help."
Winer then added that, "Academically, it is not easier to
graduate in six years than four
years."
In response to this and the
previous debate, Provitera and
Nardelliamended their motion,
and Section I was dropped. The
final motion read, "We move
that, a student must have taken
twenty-seven credits at Trinity
College to be eligible for any
academic awards. Exceptions
are possible only through the
written consent of the Academic Affairs Committee." The
motion was passed by a vote of
ten to five.

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Student Charged With Murder in Death of infant
Brian C Peterson Jr., a Gettysburg College first year student, was charged with murder,
along with his girlfriend, Amy S. Grossberg, a first year student at University of Delaware,
in the death of their newborn son, The Gettyshurgian reported. According to the paper
Peterson and Grossberg checked into a Comfort Inn in Newark Del, were she delivered a
nearly fuilterm baby boy. Peterson then took the infant, placed it in a plastic bag and left
it in the dumpster, were it was later found. According to the police report the infant died
from, "blunt head trauma and excessive shaking." Peterson and Grossberg then returned
to their respective campuses. Upon returning to her dorm however Grossberg collapsed
making authorities suspicious, a suspicion which resulted in a search for the baby. Both
of the students have been charged with first degree murder and if convicted face a
mandatory death penalty.

Students Donate Meai Money to the Homeless
In an effort to help the homeless, 470 Colby students donated their meal credit to a
local homeless shelter, the Colby Echo reported. This act came as part of an annual
campus- wide fast which this year is being sponsored by the Newman Council, Hillel, and
the Colby Christian Fellowship. These organizations convinced students to give up a
nights dinner, the proceeds of which will be donated to Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter in
Waterville. According to Sodexho, the corporation that manages the Colby Dining Halls,
the amount donated will run in accordance with the raw food cost of each meal. The
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter served approximately 300 people last year with its 10 beds,
dining facilities, and a food bank. Father John Marquis, Colby's Catholic Chaplain and a
member of the Board of Directors for the shelter said, "The shelter is really grateful to
Sodexho...and the students. The students were really enthusiastic to help out."

NEWS

BRIEFS

Encouraging Hews From HCeily
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly is pleased to
report that for the first 11 months of 1996, Campus
Safety received a total of 132 criminal reports. This is
down from the 203 criminal reports received in the first
11 months of 1995. "Although criminal activity is up
lately, we are very encouraged by these overall
numbers," said Kelly.

Steaiing Candy From A Bistro
Two nonstudents residing in West Hartford were
stopped and apprehended by Campus Safety officers
outside the Bistro at approximately 10:44 P.M.. on
Wednesday, November 20. The individuals had stuffed
a large amount of candy and soda into a duffle bag in
an attempt to steal the items. All the stolen goods were
recovered and the two individuals were ordered not to
return to campus in the future.

Put That Sign Down
Three Trinity students were caught removing the
"Bistro" sign from the Koeppel Center at 4:00 a.m. on
Sunday, November 24. The sign was recovered by
Campus Safety officers and the students have been
referred to the Dean of Student's office.

Scarred Bishop
Campus Safety officers discovered evidence of
vandalism to the Bishop statue on the main quadrangle
on Friday, November 29 at 11:45 a.m. A solution of some
sort was poured over part of the statue causing a stain.
Repairs have been ordered immediately.

$4,000 In Items Stolen
Three female students returning on Sunday,
December 1 from the Thanksgiving holiday discovered that the screen to the second floor window of their
room had been pried open. They also discovered several
hundred compact discs missing valued at
approximately $4,000. Campus Safety does not have
any suspects at this time, however, they do believe the
crime was committed by someone from off-campus. A
new security screen has been ordered for the room.

Student Struck By Car
A student returning from the Thanksgiving holiday
was struck by a car on Sunday, December 1 at 7:20 p.m.
The student suffered slight injuries and was transported
to Hartford Hospital for treatment. The driver was
arrested by the Hartford Police Department for
operating a vehicle under suspension.

Malicious Vandalism By Frosh
A student returning to campus on Sunday,
December 1, discovered that several items in her room
in the Jackson dormitory, including a computer, printer,
portable telephone, and compact disc player were
maliciously damaged. Campus Safety, the Office of
Residential Life, and the Dean of Students' Office are
working in conjunction on this case and believe the
vandal to be someone in the dormitory.

Ferris Thieves Strike Again
A student playing squash on the third floor of the
Ferris Athletic Center left his wallet and a duffle bag
containing several rackets unattended. At
approximately 6:45 p.m. on Tuesday, December 3, the
items were stolen. Two young males spotted acting
suspiciously on the scene fled after they realized they
were being watched. Campus Safety has no further
leads on this case.

Bucks Stolen From Office
A faculty member reported that on Thursday,
December 5, someone stole approximately $50 from her
office located at 115 Vernon Street. There are no leads at
this time.
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Authors From New Yorker Share Their Work
BY JAMIE GRIFFITH

News Writer

In the first of many such events, Trinity College and New Yorker Magazine
jointly sponsored a program called "New
Yorker Authors on Campus" on the
evening of Monday, December 9. The
program, underwritten by Intel Corporation, featured writers Jeffrey Toobin
and Helton Ells and their latest works.
Toobin read from his book, The Run of
His Life: The People vs. O.J. Simpson,
while Ells read from his novel/memoirs
titled The Women.
Ron Thomas, Chair of the Department
of English, introduced Toobin by saying
he was a commentator on the O.J.
Simpson trial, had written a book on U.S..
vs. Oliver North, and had also written on
the Supreme Court and organized crime
among other things. Toobin has also
been credited with creating the "defensive strategy for the criminal case"
against Simpson. Ells has written for
The Village Voice and Vogue as well as
the New Yorker on such topics as advertising, "the New York club
scene,...Truman Capote,...and The Artist
Formerly Known as Prince." The Women
has been published to enormous critical
praise.
Ells read first, saying that his book
"concerns three different people," specifically three black women, who try to find
a "definition of 'negress.'" "Negress" is the
word Ells'mother used to call herself and
it described her "individuality and her
commonness,"
In the section from which he read, Ells
describes three narratives which define
the negress. The first narrative describes
the "colored, female, single mother" who
tries to support her children through
many minimum wage jobs. The second

is "a romantic wedded to despair," that is,
a woman who has been beaten up by life.
The third narrative says the negress is
a woman who "gives birth to children
who grow up to be lawless, fall in love
with men who leave her for other
women." The continuing strain between
all these definitions is their tendency to
be a statistic whose individuality gets
lost in being part of "the silent majority."
The remainder of the passage describes the long death of Ells' mother
from diabetes. As she is diagnosed with
each new complication, she says, '"Oh,
I'm really dying.'" The long illness gradually becomes so consuming that "in pain,
she wasn't anything but ill."
Toobin said that he had covered the
Simpson trial since July 1994 and has
"seemingly done nothing else" since
then. He prefaced his reading by telling
a story about he his interview with Faye
Resnick, Nicole Brown Simpson's biographer, "I asked her a question that I'm s
sure has been on your minds, 'Ms.
Resnick, what are your literary influences?' She said that she did not have
influences from books but that she was
influenced by movies, especially The
Pelican Brief. I didn't have the heart to
tell her it was a book before it was a
movie."
Toobin read from two sections concerning F. Lee Bailey, attorney for the defense. When cross-examining a
psychiatrist who said that Simpson had
a "narcissistic personality," Bailey asked
the doctor to describe that sort of personality. The doctor described a personality self-absorbed to the point of believing
he is better than anyone else at what he
does. After which, Bailey looked at the
defense and mumbled," 'Sounds like everyone at this table.'"
The second section dealt with the famous "bloody glove" issue. At one point,
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Drug Policy Debate
Takes Center Stage
continued from page one
He did say that from time to time, students come forward and report infractions by other students to some of the
deans. These reports are not treated as
the final word, however. "We are not
planning any major sting operation in
the near future," he said, "However, if we
do receive information, we will act on it."
When asked whether he foresees a
crackdown in the near future, Peters predicted there would not be. He reiterated
that a policy and a protocol to the situation do need to be developed, though he
does not think that they will be more
stringent than current policies.
Thompson disagreed with Peters on
this point. "I think that the administration will take a more offensive approach
because of all the recent discussion oncampus," he said. The administration is
being forced to deal with the problem
now, and a solution pleasing most sides
must be reached, said Thompson. "Inevitably, I think that means changing the
policy where more students will suffer
,trongej consequences," he added.
$Wtt>ti'gfi' Thompsoh sympathized '
with the position RA'sare put in, he cited

that at other schools in Connecticut they
are made out to be police officers and often alienated from their peers. This is
something that RA's at Trinity can avoid
since their policing responsibilities are
kept to a minimum.
Thompson had several ideas he believed would help alleviate the burdens
of assigning consequences to drug abusers. He pointed out that in the past there
have been student councils not affiliated
with the Student Government Association that would have the power to mediate certain infractions.Another idea
Thompson proposed was to have a nonstudent reside in every dormitory and be
responsible for drug and alcohol policy
enforcement. He saw this as a better alternative than having Campus Safety
officers roaming the halls of the dormitories or putting the responsibility of
policy enforcement solely on the RA.
"The policy does not need to be made
more severe," said Thompson in summation of the situation. "It just needs to be
made clearer to remove this pressure
Erom the RA." Thompson felt that if these
changes were made the job of the RA
would be a lot easier.
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the criminal trial a farce and is the civil
trial a farce?" Toobin said that the criminal trial was not a farce, but "was an event
that didn't show the criminal justice system at its best." The civil trial is more disciplined according to Toobin, "the judge
has decided he is going to cut to the
chase."
When asked a question about writing,
Ells said sometimes "you have to stand
outside of yourself to see what it means
to other people."
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Marcia Clark commented that the glove
was a size small and said, "Size small,
must be Mr. Bailey's." Later in the trial,
Bailey responded to Clark's comment.
Toobin said that on one level, Clark's
comment was rather funny, but it was
also a, "nadir of how out of control Ito
allowed the trial to get" by allowing "repartee about the size of Mr. Bailey's penis."
After the readings were finished, a
question-and-answer session opened up.
One question put by a student was, "Was
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Students Vent Frustration At Shout Out
BY J.E. STEVENSON

News Writer

Last Wednesday night in
Hamlin Hall a "shout-out" forum designed around student/
faculty relations at Trinity was
held to discuss the "intellectual
atmosphere of Trinity College."
Sponsored by the President's
Special Council on Women, the
Dean of Faculty's office, the
Dean of Student's office, and the
Minority Affairs Council, an
audience comprising of about
60 students, 20 members of the
faculty, and many mem bers of
the administration, including
President Evan S. Dobelle, attended.
"We want to try to bridge the
communication gap between
students and faculty," said Gail
Hall, the moderator for the
rally-style discussion session.
Many of the students present

conservatives over a lack voicing among their groups. "The
reason for this begins with the
faculty," she added.
A self-described liberal student said, "It is by ignorance (on
campus), not the faculty. When
I introduce new ideas to my
friends, they all respond as if I
were crazy. There are too many
'anti-intellectual'ideas floating
around campus."
After this issue was addressed, the forum began to discuss the problems of both the
teachers and the students during class time. Looking from a
younger students' perspective,
one concerned freshman felt
that many professors "talk at
students, not to students" in too
many classes.
"Class is the most open space
to talk in. It is the students who
need to pull more, not just the
faculty. I would like to see more
from the students than faculty.

reading.
Later on, another professor
explained to the audience that
he couldn't remember the last
time a student came to him d uring office hours, and asked why
many student never talk with
their professors. He then described a severe emotional gap
between the students and faculty. "When half a class shows
up...I am deeply offended. I don't
understand it, when a student is
hurting its the teachers job to
help-why not the other way
around?"
Another student told the forum that, "the reason why 1
came here was for the personalized relationship with the
teachers-but the only time this
happens is when students come
to the teacher. When students
see the teacher as a person, and
can see their enthusiasm for the
subject, it will make them want
to do the work. 1 want to get ex- A student voices his opinion at the recent Shout

One thing of concern for me is that when I first came here, I could say
that to teach at Trinity, the bottom line is that everyone does the
reading {for class} that's not the bottom line anymore. -Fred Pfeil,
Professor of English
took advantage of this opportunity as comments barreled towards the invited faculty
members.
The first comments directed
to the faculty audience concerned students* views towards
the lack of freedom of speech in
classroom studies. In one
student's class, a professor was
described as a conservative
basher, placing manyconserva
five minded students in defensive positions, and obviously
influencing others in a discriminating way.
"When I first came here, my
conception of this school was
one in which there existed a
freedom of speech, however unpopular," said Dari Sylvester'98.
She described the dissatisfaction held by both liberals and

Use more faculty hours, use cited to go to class."
Many of the students present
class time," responded one seat the forum expressed a yearnnior student.
After many of the students ing to be pushed more by the
had spoken, the invited faculty faculty. Towards the end of the
were finally allowed to respond evening, one junior student
to the comments. Professor of shared a personal view of the
English Fred Pfeil shared a per- reality of Trinity's intellectual
sonal concern he has with some life. "When I first came here, I
oE his students. "One. thing of couldn't go into a class without
concern for me is that when I doing the required reading.
lirsc came here, I could say chat

Now, I Feel like I've learned the

to teach at Trinity, the bottom
line is that everyone does the
reading [for class] that's not a
bottom line anymore," he said.
Some students responded to
this remark by suggesting more
discussion time to encourage
those who do not normally participate in such discussions and
to reprimand those students
" who do not do the assigned

'Trinity Way', and can do it."
Although the forum produced few concrete solutions to
the problem of student/faculty
relations, many students and
faculty did have the opportunity to present their views on
the issue. The organizers of the
event hope that this increased
participation will continue in
the future.

There are College Boards
and there are college boards.
We give extra credit with ours.

50%* off Stratton's lift tickets.
College Blast Week: 1/5-1/17/97 - Lifts & Lodging $40
Simply present your valid college I.D. and receive an early season, late season or
midweek lift ticket for only S22 - that's a full 50% off - or a weekend/holiday lift ticket for S5
less than your non-matriculating friends. Just think of all of the educational things you'll be
able to do with your savings.
• 58 million snowmaking expansion
• New England's only six-passenger high-speed chairlift
•New "Stratton Unplugged" Mountain Adventure Parks

You're In college. Do something smart. Do Stratton.
http://www.stratton.com
1-800-STRATTON

Vermont's M o u n t a i n Resort
" All with valid college I.D.; College Blast Week: 2,3 or 4 br condo; rates based on maximum occupancy per unit;
rates are per person, per day; 4 day minimum; midweek only.

ALEX CUKOR

Out, which was held last Wednesday, and
attended by about 50 students.

Deans Discuss
Alcohol Cases
filed by Campus Safety. Without an official report, however,
Editor-in-Chief
the deans are unable to take
any action. Winer and Peters
On Monday, December 2, in cited this as a reason for not
an interview with The Tripod, taking more action against
BY AMY SHACKELFORD

filed than any complaints are
merely hearsay and not worthy of discipline.
There has been only one
suspension in the past semester, although one suspension is
to begin as of the midyear. The
deans explained that suspension is always a last resort and
that all of the deans meet to
make a decision about suspending a student. Winer and
Peters told The Tripod that
they favor a discipline system
that will/'counterbalance discipline with something productive." For example, in a
situation such as theft from
the bookstore, the deans might
make the guilty student work
at the book store, as well as retaining a formal censure.
Other students who commit
more serious offenses in
which another person is involved (for instance, in a fight
or a verbal attack) usually
have to undergo an appropriate amount of counseling to
prevent that sort of situation
from occurring in the future.
Winer and Peters agreed that
any offense that harms anWhen asked if these num- other individual is far more
bers were typical, Winer com- serious than an offense that
mented, that the numbers are harms an object. •
actually down this year and
that they Represent the typical
The Dean of Students office
number of casesat a school the is mostly concerned that stusize of Trinity. The policy of dents are unaware of the
not allowing freshman to innerworkings of the office
drink in dorms has decreased and how they play a part in
the amount of dorm damage keeping the Trinity commuthe past two years, but the nity disciplined. Students are
number, of incidents reported encouraged to report inciagainst fresmnan has not sig- dents' that they feel violate
nificantly decreased.
them personally or the comThe process of a complaint munity as a whole, If students
is fairly straightforward. Stu- are worried, however, about
dents can'report fellow stu- exposing themselves, they are
dents, resident assistants or always welcome to file an
mentors can as well, but the anonymous, or "blind", commajority of complaints are pkinc

dents Kirk Peters addressed
the issue of discipline. In an
effort to convey and clarify the
reality concerning nonacadetnic discipline cases that the
Dean of Students' office sees,
the tw,o spoke about cases that
the office has seen this semester.
This semester alone there
have been 74 cases filed and
heard. Of all the discipline
cases, 58, or 78 percent, of
those cases involved alcohol
and 28 of the offenders were
freshman, 18 sophomores, 13
juniors and six seniors. Nine of
the alcohol discipline cases
were directed at fraternal organizations. Some of the most
interesting figures, however,,
revolve around the face that 60
of the offenders were male and
only five were female. This
was a noteworthy fact according to both of the deans, but
neither seemed sure of how to
alleviate these numbers, but
they suggested that perhaps
male disobedience is tolerated
or even expected in a collegiate
setting,
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Cambodian Monk Pays Visit To Connecticut
__

Center For Religious Studies Brings Obscure Environmentalist
BY JIM VALERIO

News Writer

Noted as the Cambodian "Protector of
the Environment", Maha Ghosananda of
the Southeast Asian country of Cambodia ventured down the streets of Hartford for his second time. His excursion
spanned five days, from December 2
through December 6, and involved the

der of the day's events. He then went on
to perform the traditional morning meal
in the Chapel at 10:30, followed by a
lunch hosted by the Khmer Health Advocates and the Trinity College
Chaplain's Office. "The service was fascinating," said Day "In fact it was very
similar to a Catholic service."
Ghosananda then went on to visit
Hooker Elementary School, where a forum on aquatic preservation in Hooker's

"It is a little early, but I want everyone to realize the
great opportunities involved in these ideas and studies...
We are steadily growing as the semester goes on, and
hopefully with our events in the spring semester we will
show religion's increasing importance."
-Mark Silk, Director Of the Center For Religious Studies
visitation of many area school lectures
and services. The Cambodian Community of Hartford and the surrounding
area escorted Maha Ghosananda during
his week long stay here in Connecticut.
Promoting his environmental awareness campaign, Maha Ghosananda visited area schools and colleges, discussing
the culture and tradition of the Cambodian people. Before arriving at Trinity,
he had the opportunity to visit Yale.
Upon arriving on campus, a traditional Cambodian service was held daily
at 10:30 A.M. and consisted of a Cambodian morning meal and prayer service.
. Lectures and panel discussions monopolized most of his schedule while visiting
the many schools of Connecticut.
Ghosananda, while visiting Trinity, remarked on its "beauty and peacefulness."
Arriving in Hartford on December 5,
Ghosananda began his day with a small
tour of Trinity given by Mark Silk and
Susan Day of the Center lor .Ralj^jQus,^
Study, who also coordinated the remain-

Outdoor Environmental Classroom took
place. As the Cambodian Monk later
stated, "Those kids were very smart—
they asked many difficult questions."
Continuing his visit on the Trinity
campus, Ghosananda participated in a
panel discussion on the Buddhist religion, Peace Activism, and the environmental
concerns
surrounding
Cambodia's collapsing society. On the
panel was Theanvy Kuoch, a representative from the Khmer Health Advocates
in West Hartford, as well as a student of
Maha Ghosananda's as a child in Cambodia, Mark Silk, the director of Trinity's
Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life, moderated the discussion.
As the panel opened, a video on the
Cambodian culture and the dilemmas
burdening the Cambodian people illustrated the idea of the rebuilding process
going on as a result of Ghosananda's
v, ork His peace march, the only in Camor many future movements

MITCHELL

bodian Society. The video continued on
about Ghosananda's work as an environmentalist and revolutionist, showing
King Sihanouk of Cambodia entitling
him the "Protector of the Environment"
and thanking him for his endless work
in the abolishment of landmines worldwide. With over 6 million landmines
still present in Cambodia today,
Ghosananda wishes to end the United
States' production and distribution of
land mines and to deactivate the present
ones so as not to lose another life because
of them.
Theanvy Kuoch opened the discussion after a brief introduction by Mark
Silk. She talked of her past in Cambodia, and of how "the Monks were everything to us...often times our families," she
said. Despite recent rebellion, which has

To Campus
ence concerning the political arena/election of the prime minister in 1998 and
medical situations, such as the AIDS epidemic plaguing Cambodia, Maha closed
the discussion with a quiet "thank you
very much," and bowed. As one audience
member stated, "The answers you give
are true but painful..."
Maha
Ghosananda simply apologized and said
he would do his best.
Later that night, a Cambodian performance was held in the Chapel, which
incorporated the dance and music of
Cambodia's culture.
Mark Silk, the director of the religion
center here at Trinity and moderator of
the discussion on Cambodian culture,
talked of the growing interest in religion
around the campus. "It is a little early,
but 1 want everyone to realize the great

His [Ghosanda's] peace march, the only in Cambodian
history was the stepping stone for many future movements
in the Cambodian society. The video continued on about
Ghosanda's work as an environmentalist and revolutionary,
showing King Sihanouk of Cambodia entitling him the
"Protector of the Environment" and thanking him for his
endless work in the abolishment of landmines worldwide.
caused the infrastructure of the society, opportunities involved in these ideas and
deaths of many civilians, and food short- studies," he said. "We are steadily growages, she focused on the positive aspects ing as the semester goes on, and hopeof rebuilding society and continually fully with our events in the spring
complemented Maha Ghosananda on semester we will show religion's increashis pride, work and belief in the Cambo- ing importance."
dian people.
This represents the first of many proAlthough he spoke for a short time, his grams the Center for Religious Studies
words were eloquent and sincere. "If a plans on sponsoring. The newly formed
man wants peace, he must find peace in academic resource center is just gaining
himself..." Ghosananda said. Coming momentum.
For more information call Mark Silk
from a four time nominee for the Noble
Peace Prizje, that means more than ever. or Susan Day at the Religion Center ex' *M?ter sparse questions from the audi- tension 2353.

MADISON
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Global Consulting

Invites you to a presentation
describing our mission, our colleagues,
and our assignments

Tuesday, January 21,1997
Rittenberg Lounge
Mather Hall, 2nd Floor
7:00pm
Our clientele consists of both emerging and multi-national institutions, including several
Fortune 500 Companies, in such industries as finance, media, telecommunications, and health care.
All seniors are welcome.
If you have any questions, please contact Trisha Iglesias, our Recruiting Coordinator, 212-372-9100
Please visit our website: www.mmgnet.com
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Just In Time For
Winter: Snow!

Mistress Callisto
knowsalL,
Take Her Advice Or You
Could End Up With
Coal In Your Stocking!

BY I K . MACKAY
Features Writer

GELMINI

NOV22-DE.C2I
Apparently things haven't been
smooth sailing between you and your
significant other. It's that time of the
semester where things can get hazy
and block the true meaning of a relationship. As hard as it may be, you may
have to be the one to put in the extra
effort (again). If its worth it to you,
you'll have to suck it up and deal with
a less than perfect situation.
CAPRICORN
DEC 2 2 - J A N >5>

Tis the season to be jolly, dammit!
For the sake of all,of those who love
you, please get the chip off of your
shoulder. Understandably, this is not
the most carefree time of year but that
does mean that you have to become a
hermit. Enjoy that useless period of
time called a study break and rekindle
a rocky friendship.

Have you been naughty or nice this
holiday season? Whoa, I take that
back, I already know the answer to
that one. Don't worry, you won't be forgotten this holiday season either way.
While your past behavior will be forgiven, don't let things get out of hand
because you may run out of luck eventually Take a breather!

CM*
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•

•

^
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LEO
Who says that finals week is a pause
in your social life? Not Madame Callisto! There are many ways to entertain
ll tlns
y
toring. By the time your lesson is over,
make sure you have made a lasting
impression that will carry over into
next semester. It's never too early to
think about future nook-nook.

Jf

VIRGO

J | a ALIGZ5-SEJTZ2
The Madame knows what you need:
to cure your end of the semester blues- a big fat road trip. Hop in the car with
some hometown chums and head for
either the mountains or somewhere
warm. When you get there, make sure
you watch a lot of cable as you bask in
the glory of doing nothing for a few
days. Congrats — you've earned it!

Congratulations on achieving that
goal of yours. Whether it was getting
a new job or finishing your term paper early, your hard work has paid off.
Just think, if you're doing so well this
early in the game, imagine what could
happen by the end of the semester Just
food for thought- No goal is too big or
small as long as you make a true effort to achieve it.

ARIE.5

LIBRA
5E.PT Z5-OCTZZ

MAR 21 - A P K I5>

So your semester full of frolicking
has ended with a little change of plans.
I guess your idea that professors
wouldn't be mean enough to assign
work before break fell through. You've
certainly been a reborn student, staying in for a whole weekend- very impressive, the crowd at The Hall can't
claim the same. Keep it up and you just
might be changing that party reputation.

TAURUS

Au revior I'autumn, bonjour I'hiver?
It all started late Thursday night.
Shortly after the Hartford Police Department made a suprise visit to the Gotham
Lounge to take some names and cuff a
few kiddies, the snow began to fall. The
Hall's annual Christmas formal on Friday was appropriately accompanied by
a frost-covered lawn and a low of 30 degrees that night.
Dodging BobCats on the Longwalk
and whitewashing your roomate should
become part of your daily schedule if it
isn't already as Winter has arrived 15
days early.
If this is your first year here, expect
last Friday's storm to be pretty normal
for a Hartford winter and expect it to last
all the way through March.
If you thought Friday was bad, snuggling up with your favorite mix and a
pre-party on Saturday night was accom-

to begin with and are quite used to the
weather facing us. Given, there is only
handful that experiences a good, East
Coast winter while at school, all should
cherish what we've been so "blessed"
with. Romping campus donning nothing more than a T-shirt and shorts is
what it's all about, here. I'm talking the
full fledged "snow-guy" experience:
Waking up at 8:00 am, jumping into your
"Reef" flip flops, swinging open the door
and diving out into 6 inches of ice. Make
this winter real.
Why wuss back to your warm, cozy
dorm room after every class when you
can strike up a snowball World War III
just by clocking your buddy in the back
of the head with an iceball?
Get out there, fight the power, and
pour about 50 bottled waters right in
front of Mather, just before dinner. Get
that salt out of there, and make some
people eat ice!
Here's a few ideas to destroy your
friend's chances for surviving Final's
week:

JUL.Z5-ACIG2.Z

JAN 2o - TE.& 1 s

-

«v

Kudos on your new found independence! Word is out that you have a
mind full of issues on your brain
which has created a new, stronger individual. Why should you be anything
less? Your mind and soul are power
houses, but unfortunately that romantic side you contain can get you into
trouble. Whatever happens, don't turn
your back on yourself, you are the one
who has to rely on yourself.

AQUARIUS
Well a star is born! It is so great to
see finished results at the end of a long
project. Everyone knew that you
would rise to tBe'occassion, evert if you*1
did doubt yourself sometimes. This is
the best way to end a semester: on a
good note. Go into winter break with
that same electricity and you may
have a story or two to share with your
roommates.

CANCER

PACE 11

Ahhh, the optimist returns. You
have been fighting through the grind
for the sole purpose of reaching the
end. That heavy course load you chose
this semester will be so worth it as you
sit through Rocks for Jocks next semester. Things may have never been
this tough, but you have never been
one to back down on a challenge. Get
through this horror and know that
surely it can't get, this bad for a long
time. The best thing about finals is
that they end.

5CORF1O

' OCT 2}-NOV 21
Hey, I heard that you had some free
Despite the feeling, you're not the time on your hands so I was wonderonly person who has some apprehen- ing if wouldn't mind writing a few pasions on going home for vacation. If the pers for me. Don't you wish you had
time on your hands is the concern,
such problems? You've been ripping
snap out of it. It will take a full week
out your hair because of the stress. You
to get your brain functioning again afhave to deal with it as it comes. Two
ter finals. After that have some fun. It's
not often that you have no obligations weeks from now you'll be chilling out
for three weeks. Try out a new social on the home front, so just fight your
scene; or if all else fails, chilling with way to the end and look for the light at
the end of the tunnel.
mom and dad may not be terrible.
ZO - MAY ZG

J)

ANTHONY LOWENBERG

panied by some serious snow. A few students were found wandering: the Quad,
in attempt to find home through the
blanket of snow, others threw together a
6' tall snowman, both signs of the wintry season ahead. Senior Snowball.along
with the Cave party and AD, poured out
onto the Longwalk and Vernon St., along
with broken limbs of snow-covered trees
and snowball fights galore.
However deep and cold the snow and
weather became, Trin-Trin campers remained unfazed and continued to amble
about in a merry state of mind as we do
on a normal weekend. Brandon Barnes '99 commented on the
snow's effect on his weekend plans "Since I can't run around outside playing
lawn darts, it's 80's tunes and beer all the
way."
Most of us come from New England

1. Make everyone in your dorm knock
the snow off their shoes on his/her door
when they come in at night.
2. Make sure their windows are open
just in time for the BobCat to shovel in
about 200 lbs of slush onto their bed.
3. Play Pantera's"ChristmasFavorites"
at full volume at 4:00 am.
4. Insist that Santa Claus exists and
get into a fistfight about it.
5. Tell them that Jon Small is coming
to the dorm dressed as Santa and he has
to have a list of 10 "Beefs" to give to him.
Whether skiing in Vermont is on your
agenda for the final weekend of 1st semester, or sledding down the hills of
Trinity College, enjoy yourself and don't
get bored, because this stuff will be here
for the rest of the school-year. Happy
snowball fighting.

Earn bartending degree o?er
break
Day classes: Mon - Fri, 9 AM - 4:30 PM
One week - Graduate on Friday
Evening classes: Mon, Tue, Wed, 6 PM - 10 PM
3 weeks - graduate on 3rd Wednesday

free life time job placement
Limited classes so don't delay!
Boston Bartender School in Hartford

614 AsySiim Ave.
Hartford, CT 06105

A60-522-.1999
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Luck O' The Irish (Food): Shepherd's Pie For All!
B Y RHITU SIDDHARTH A N D JEFFREY ROSS

Restaurant Reviewers

Finally, Rhitu was chosen to go on the
blind date for The Tripod. Her fifteen seconds of fame and a spiffy centerfold. She
was kind of nervous as it was herchance
to meet a new, intriguing person on campus and looked forward to some generic
conversation over dinner.
When Rhitu met Jeff she knew it was
going to be long night.Jeff was ready for
some great Irish food and good old
Guiness. The ride was kind of long, but

ond, the dinning section divided into
three parts: an upper and lower section
in addition to what the owners referred
to as "the snug", an intimate corner of the
restaurant where three small booths
converged into a dimly lit Regal Beagle.
Looking at the menu we both noticed
that most of the items were either dipped
in a batter of Guiness or Irish whiskey.
Guiness fries, whiskey rings; Guiness
lamb chops, whiskey mushroom caps.
This was definitely a meat and potatoes
kind of place. The menu consisted of a
strong list of appetizers, a soup of the day,
salads, sandwiches, and the main course

method to Jeff's perfection. We also began with a cup of tomato basil soup to
warm our tummies and a small salad for
the rabbit in us.
Since we were eating at nine o'clock we
pretty much had the place to ourselves
except for the elegant bachelor on the far
right who kept insisting on interrupting
our delightfully slow conversation with
the barking of his nose into his napkin.
Jeff had ordered Sheppard's Pie which
consisted of beef and boxty. Rhitu had
to ask the waiter (who added the authenticity to the restaurant with his ol' Irish
accent) what exactly boxty was: a speciality of mashed potatoes.
Rhitu ordered the pork chops with a
side of green peas and mashed potatoes.
The food, a great, hardy dinner, was very
filling. Dinner had gone by pretty fast
since Jeff and Rhitu talked and began to
learn new things about each other. The

9. Catch..:.a .sleigh

conversation had started off slow, but yet
they felt they both knew each other
somehow along the way.
We both decided that we could recommend the restaurant Four Green Fields
for your dining pleasure. This restaurant
was great for a night out for darts, Irish
music, and some drinks in the pub section. For a filling wholesome Irish meal,
no other restaurant can beat it. Four
Green Fields was definitely a cozy, comfortable, informal place with friendly
waiters and company. This restaurant
offered a home away from home; if you
are from Ireland. Check it out and bring
Jeff.
DIRECTIONS: 84 EAST TO ROUTE 2.
EAST; FOLLOW TO MAIN STREET
EXIT, GLASTONBURY; RIGHT OFF
EXIT TO SET OF LIGHTS. RIGHT
AGAIN ONTO-MAIN STREET ; RESTAURANT IS 1/4 MILE ON RIGHT.

the snour melts.

8. Find the: tunnel urtifei1 t'he'Hail
connects to 1-95.
-•' :
7. Find some debris^aif fire^-Cositiecticut i i u e r and

Jeff Ross '97 and Rhitu Siddharth '97 just minutes
after their date to Four Green Fields

Rhitu was wondering what this Irish
pub/restaurant had in store since she
really did not know how to characterize
Irish food.
Once we walked m, this welcoming
restaurant was caVefer°%!tri Gtrtttess
posters and clippings of various Irish
historical events. The restaurant was
split into two sections. The first consisted
of a cozy pub with a dart board and stage
for nightly entertainment and the sec-

meals. The dinner meals were basically
of meat (beef or pork) and maybe one
salmon item. We started off with Buffalo
wings as our appetizer (very courageous
for a blind date and did 1 happen to mention they were dipped in Guiness?): Jeff '
ordered a....Guiness and Rhi cu had a Bass
Ale. This was definitely a wholesome
meal that needed to be accompanied by
a good beer. And more importantly, the
Guiness was poured the correct, tactful

2. Leawe the driu|ngpp to one o j y o u r w e i r d o frSends.

The tripodis
leaving for the
semester.
Have a good
holiday and we
will seeyou next
semester!!

FOR THE
HOLIDAYS!
Paris
London
Brussels
Madrid
Rome
$275

FA8ES M E EACH WAY F«OM NEW YOUK BASED OM A HOUNDtni
PU>CMA5£. FARES DO NOT IWIUOE IEOE«Al TAXES o « PFCS
TOTALUNG S3 AND $ 4 5 , DEPENDING ON DESTINATION Oft DEPARTURE CHANGES PAID DIREOVY TQ TOREIGN GOVER'JMENTS.

CALL FOR A FREE

, ingtpn
mversity

WAS H I N G T O N D C '
GW i s an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

320 EIM STBEET • NEW HAVEN, CT 06511

203-502-5335
http://www.cice.org/travcl.htm
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The History Of Mistletoe And Other Christmas Lore
BY A M Y SOUERS
Features Writer

The custom of decorating with evergreens at Christmas time goes back
thousands of years. The Druids saw the
plants that "didn't die" as symbols of life
and brought them into their homes to
scare off the winter demons. Today,
mistletoe, holly, and fir play a role in almost every Christmas celebration.
The tradition of being kissed under
the mistletoe started with the ancient
Norsemen. They thought the plant, with
its leathery green leaves and waxy white
berries was sacred to Frigga, the goddess
of love.
Her son was Balder, the sun god. One
night he had a dream about death and
Frigga got worried. If the sun god died,
all life on earth would shrivel up. Frigga
went around to every animal and plant
and made them promise not to hurt
Balder, but she forgot to speak with
mistletoe. Loki, who was the god of evil,
had always been jealous of Balder and
saw his chance. He made an arrow out
of the mistletoe and gave it to Hoder, god
of winter. When Hoder shot and killed
Balder the sky grew dark and cold. Everyone was in mourning and nobody
succeeded in bringing Balder back to lite.
Finally, with the power of love, Frigga
revived him. The tears she had been crying for her son turned into the berries ol
. the mistletoe plant, She was so happy

that she kissed anyone who passed beneath the tree on which the mistletoe
grew.
The word mistletoe comes from the
Anglo-Saxon "misteltan". "Mistel" means
dung and "tan" means twig. The ancient
Europeans saw that birds eat the berries
of the plant and disperse the seeds in
their droppings, causing new plants to
grow. Mistletoe is actually a parasite; it
gets its nutrients from the trees it grows
on. Foresters, in general, don't like

There are two kinds of holly, prickly
and smooth. In some contemporary European homes prickly holly at Christmas means the husband will rule the
household in the coming year. Smooth
holly means the wife will be in charge.
Traditionally, holly planted next to a
house will ward off witches and thunder and lightening. A sprig on your
bedpost will bring sweet dreams.
The poinsettia is a popular Christmas
flower. In Central America it is called

Mistletoe is actually a parasite; it gets its nutrients
from the trees it grows on. Foresters, in general, don't
like mistletoe because it can harm trees, but bird
watchers love it because it attracts birds.
mistletoe because it can harm trees, but
bird watchers love it because it attracts
birds.
Other evergreens, holly and laurel,
were used by the ancient Romans to
honor the god of agriculture at their December Saturnalia festival. At the same
time, the Christians celebrated the birth
of Jesus. Because worshiping Christ was
prohibited, the Christians decorated
their homes with these plants in order
to blend in with the pagan Romans.
Eventually, holly and laurel became associated with Christmas. For a long time,
though, the Church forbid the use of the
"pagan" decorations.

YES!

"flame leaf" and "Flower of the Holy
Night". The flower was brought to the
United States over 100 years ago. by an
ambassador named Dr. Joel Poinsett. A
Mexican legend tells of a poor girl with
nothing to leave as an offering to the Virgin Mary but some flowering weeds.
When she set the weeds in front of the
Virgin's statue they blossomed into beautiful poinsettias. Today most of die f lowers are grown in California and shipped
all over the country.
The most popular Christmas evergreen is the fir tree. Druid priests decorated oak trees with apples and candles
for the winter solstice. One legend tells

NOf

Will You Be Glad To See The Trindex Go7

and:|i«ri : :iii-^

of how the first Christmas tree was revealed by a miracle on Christmas Eve
twelve hundred years ago. An English
missionary, St. Boniface, was trying to
convert the pagans in Germany. He
found a group gathered around an oak
tree, about to sacrifice a little boy to the
god Thor. St. Boniface intervened and cut
down the tree. In its place a fir tree sprang
up and the saint declared it the tree of
Christ.
Some Lutherans believe the tradition
of the tree comes from an experience
Martin Luther had one Christmas Eve.
He was walking in the woods and was
struck by the beauty of the trees against
the starry sky. He cut down one of the fir
trees and brought it home to his family.
They decorated it with candles to represent the stars.
Some people see the Christmas tree as
symbolic of the Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden. In 1.8th and 19th century
Germany it was popular to put Adam
and Eve figurines under the Christmas
trees.
The Christmas tree probably made its
way to North America with the Hessian
soldiers hired by the British to fight the
colonists in the Revolutionary War.
Today the celebration of Christmas
often seems empty and commercial. Instead of buying-plastic tinsel made in
Taiwan from CVS, decorate with evergreens you find in your neighborhood
and remember the old stories and traditions behind the holiday.
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Flaws Show In The EnglishJedi Saga Continues
Patient Despite Its Beauty
BYJEFFCI1OSS

..,.,.,
Arts Water
___.

~

intoeachstarsystemandinn-

act Independence Day on each
i
•
1 r i_
•_ planet, sparing only a rew beings here and there to serve as
To keep fans of the Star slave labor or human/alien
Wars movie series occupied shields aboard their warships,
until the re-release of the Han Solo has been taken prisoriginal trilogy and the release oner by them when he is
of the new trilogy, George caught spying. Chewbacca
Lucas authorized the writing learns of thiSj and mounts an
of various Star Wars novels fol^r^i^nau^brikeirescueVmj^iiEiri.'
lowingRfturnqfthejedidtin ::,; In additiorito Leia'strOubles
one case,; between Xlie E r ^

ate glances, Count Almasay and
Katherine seemed one note in
Arts Writer
comparison to Hana and Kip.
Here the script is far more awkward and sprawling in combinThe English Patient isa beauing the political and romantic
tiful strip of film. That was my
elements of the narrative.
first thought as the camera folThere is also an odd humorlows a silver bi-plane over a
lessness to their affair that reflesh colored desert landscape
sults in a feeling of indifference
in the film's openingshot. From
on the part of the viewer. This
there it continues to rely heavily
solemnity also made it seem
on such beautiful landscapes
Je3i::One|ychbpokis;T^rgnt5j;r^^^
mismanaging,
unlikely that the dour Count
for two hours and forty minutes.
fesf:; by;-;:|^ich:aer::;:Rr: Ku^
Almasay (Katherine observes
The first landscape is an EgypiMGE^well,>the::ttiiid;:bp<^;m
that he never uses adjectives)
tian desert where a somber car:elingS;g4t:inthe;:vra^".i:,:; y<''-^
could become the punchy,
tographer named Count
•i!'h?re::are*:aisp:tw^::subplpts;
scathingly funny "English PaAlmasay (Ralph Fiennes) falls
tient" who lies dying in
for Katherine (Kristen Scott
•fie
Tuscany.
Thomas), the wife of another
cartographer on his World War
Granted, I am judging this
II era expedition.
film by the high standards set
by its lovely surface. But lovfca.rrl;|)ngs|;:S;;mptMB^^
ingly exposed celluloid does not
|; s c r i p t getting;ahywb!ere: fast^
a great film make. Romance is
While I appreciated the artfully
a tricky business for filmmak|p|
constructed nonlinear narrative, the
ers since they must not only cretechnique only underlined the lack of
ate a longing between the
i i b d H
characters, but in the audience
intensity in the desert sequences.
i
as well.
they're ail running
Because this desire is sus:tput of air, food, and power for
The story is told in flashback performance that subtly com- tained for only half of The En^hef irst Star Wars mpvie^Han • t h e i r e q u i p m e n t . • . • ; ;: • •••.:.
form by Almasay who is dying bines the humor, saintliness glish Patient, the result is
; ; : I Ijlcep! Tyfayii'i Test because,
of burns in a Tuscan villa as the and quiet yearning of a woman challenging but wildly mixed
with;three childreh, along with the Star Wars conwar ends. There he is under the who has lost too much to war. bag of a film.
l
is also training with>; nection, it provided great inter"
care of a Canadian nurse
Naveen Andrews also deThe canvas is simply too
th6 jfedi when she isn't, being:/ ;• stellar combat scenes as well as:
named Hana (Juliette Binoche) serves praise for his restraint as large to sustain the desired tone
the President of the ^f&w Re- .plenty of tension. However, the
who is worried by the fact that Kip, the Indian bomb defusing for the aforementioned two
Luke and- Lando subplots were
everyone she loves ends up dy- expert who falls in love with hours and forty minutes. HowItS;this'trilogy,:Leia:iS' trying "- rather, distracting, since I
:
ing.
Hana,
ever, this film does achieve
10:work out
d ] h i 'Ranted {p see more combat,
There is no denying the. . The Hana and. Kip affair many of its grand ambitions in
of new
. plethora o[ enjoyable facade in crackles with great emotion be- the masterful Tuscan scenes.
The English Patient based on cause the viewer realizes that Juliette Binoche and John Seale /
g
^ ;i the Michael Ondaatje's prize-win- their relationship is inevitably (the Director of Photography)
war against everyone in their made visualizing most of the
ning novel. Of course, the film and tragically temporary. If the both do some of the best work
path-This alien race conquers scenes rather difficult. Still,
is asifascinating a puzzle as rest of the film moved with of the year in their respective
all'the planets; which they Tyrant's Test and the rest of the
other nonlinear tales ranging such feeling then The English fields and rise above the somes'ypppgedlylaid claim; to l Star^rtnPvelsmakefergood
times distended weepiness of
from Citizen Kane to Pulp Fic- Patient would be truly epic.
d : : : : :
l h i | : the::past.:: Tf
tion. Visually, this film is truly
Frankly, for all their passion- The English Patient.
BY ALAN MILLER

a painting brushed with light
instead of paint. However, if you
scratch deeper, all is not so lush.
On a thematic level, The English Patient strives to create a
grand passion that it achieves
only sporadically. While I appreciated the artfully constructed nonlinear narrative,
the technique only underlined
the lack of intensity in the
desert sequences. Yet the Tuscan
scenes offer a quiet passion that
rings more true. These fleeting
scenes eloquently express the
pervasive melancholy that
mixes with joy at the end of an
event as damaging as World
War II.
This is probably due to
Juliette Binoche who pulls off a

i"
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Adaptation Of A Few GoodMurals Reflect The
Men To Premiere Thursday Chicano Experience
BY LISA E. HARRISON

Arts Writer

J E S T E R S

pressions of their past, present
and future in;the United.
States. The rtiurais, Remedi
noted,are"paintedwalls,publicart made by the collective*
It encompasses t h e entire. community iaecause:they are
•the ones who'-inhaBitahd"
• construed the public:sphere
; where thecitizendevelops." ,,
d ^ h
rals legitimate cplleetiye: ex-::
pressions:" : They : :serve tO:^
"narrate life and tell stories;
fwhich the audience} are invited to decode." Also, these:
riiurals are "ways pf depicting
.the community and a means
of alternative communica-

BY KERRY MCKEVITT

presents...

Arts Editor
An Adaptation at

An adaptation of Aaron
Sorkin's A Few Good Men produced and directed by Matt
Medeiros '97 and Dan Greene
'98 will be performed in the
Washington Room from December 12th to 14th at 8:00 pm.
Medeiros and Greene's adaptation combines Sorkin's 1984
Broadway production and his
1991 hit movie. According to
Medeiros and Greene, their rendition sticks to the classic "story
of a Navy lawyer placed with
the responsibility of defending
two Marines on the trial for their
lives. Following an order which
resulted in the death of a fellow
Marine, these two men must
learn the difference between
blind obedience to authority
and moral obligation." However,
while this student production
does not deviate noticeably
from the plot, the co-directors
agree that by "merging scenes
and modifying language" they
have successfully evoked the
emotion which resonates in the
original production, but fails to
be elicited to the fullest potential in the motion picture.

A FEW GOOD MEN
Broadway and Screen Play
by Aaron. SorKin

UNIT. CORPS. GOD. COUNTRY.

lliiiiiiil
Produced and Directed By

Matt Medeiros & Dan Greene

A Few Good Men will be performed this weekend.

dents auditioned. Thus, they
decided to expand the cast to incorporate the talent of twenty
six actors including Kate
Quigley '99, Cosmo Fattizzo '98,
Chris Byers '98, Matt Morse '98,
Steven Sone '97, Ray Jones '97,
Frazier Bane '97 and Therelza
However Medeiros and Watson '98. In addition to narGreene do not take full credit for rowing down the cast, the two
the emotional excitement their debuting co-directors/producproduction generates, but in- ers admit to many difficult,
stead credit the "efforts of the though rewarding challenges
cast and crew, and the unique that have occurred along the
individuaUty.eachjnember.has way When the .idea- was first
brought to the show." In fact, conceived, "many said [they]
together they have had some were crazy," but they persisted.
difficult decisions to make Finally, after raising funds, figwhen deciding on a final cast uring out t h e lighting, cosearly this fall. About sixty stu- tumes, a n d sound, a n d

FILE PHOTO

converting t h e Washington
Room into a theater, they are
now ready to perform.
It is both Medeiros a n d
Greene's hope that this entirely
student-run adaptation will
"excite the interests of the student body to promote a new
wave of drama." Furthermore,
by utilizing this "mainstream"
form of drama, they hope that
they have "put together something that everyone on campus
would want to see and be excited about." , .,. '..< ,;„, ... -•• VT
Tickets for A Few Good Men
are on sale this week in the Student Life Resource Center. They
are $2.00 for students and $5.00
for non-students.

..: Although the Latino and
Chicano communities are always intertwined: in the
American society and defined
as one culture, each ethnic
group within the Latino community is quite distinct. The;
knowledge of Spanish arid;
oneX color does riot; always
translate into sirnilarity for the
various people of Mexico, Central America, South America
and the Caribbean Islands:
Professor -Gustavo Reined! of
the Modern Languages, and
Literature Department discussed this and the imporMurals are a dynamic art
tance pfmuralism; in. his; .forirn which shares significant
presentatipn, "The.Third, Side "meaning with its ;audience.;;
ctf thi Wall: Latino^a. Muralist ;Renied:i states^ "The wall;
MpV^mefit ^ m : :the : United:' f speaks to tii.Jts art corribats;
States* last;Tuesday afternoon: the) riprnial silence of the;
intheMcCook Library •••'•:•
::::;Rfirhedi noted that the: dif-: ;:; All of the slides ref kcted
ference's:b^tween the variqus; ': the:: Chicano experience; in,
LatiriiD ethnicities reflects::. Ariierica. Many: showed, the
• intertwining of the past with.
t:ures before arid: after the:in-1.> •ihe present which is integral;
;.tp the ChiCano culture. Dth^;
fluence ;of the
erswere .political staterrients
imperialism:
about: the uhfair;and illegal"
f i &
Latino ^communities, the; conditions of labor arid about:
Mfesican.arethejtripst, compli-:: the Ghicanp irnmigrant expe-;
cated. • As Remedi noted, the rience with discfitninatiprl-:
Mexicans are products of con-: and xenophobia.
quest;: they : were Native ;••.'• The purpose of these:muAmericans living in various rals is one in which ethnic
southwestern states and pride and unity.are fostered.

l

.'are:
louder
!TS; •: ••tfiaiiany thirigelse ever could.
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Life's a day at the virtual beach if you're

. ; • - •

an AT&T long distance customer 'Cause
we give you the first 5 hours of Internet
access free every month for a whole
year with AT&T WorldNet Service,
Or get unlimited Internet access for just
$19.95 a month!
AT&T WorldNet Service makes the
' - • ' .

-

:

-

Net easy to access and easy to use.
It's updated daily and comes
complete with leading search
directories and global e-mail.
And the software is free!
This is a limited-time offer, so call now

1800 654-0471, ext. 32189

AT&T
Your True Choice
•¥-

l

http://wwwatt.com/college
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Tues, Dec 10

Aqua Health, Anyone?
Sometime during the festivities
Saturday night, Around Trinity
worked up quite a thirst and found
more than soda flowing in the juice
island in Mather. A fruity couple
couldn't wait to get out of their
stuffy formal clothes, so they
headed for the island and pretended to be Gilligan and May Ann.
On second thought, it looked more
like "The Blue Lagoon..."

6:00 PM

Tis The Season
What happens when snow
melts and freezes again? That's
right, what would winter be without the brick yard in front of the
Bistro turning into an ice-rink?
Though /irnarrowly missed taking
a digger Monday morning, other
students weren't so fortunate. It's a
good thing there was salt spread on
the ground...somewhere else.

Is This Normal?
Speaking of covering yourself
in Tide detergent and jumping
around like a rabid kangeroo in the
snow, someone in Jarvis decided
that the school-provided entertainment wasn't good enough. So what
is? Why, lots of can beer and a black
light -dun! Prancing around in the
snow wearing nothing but white
flakes actually sounds like fun; AT
wonders if anyone with some detergent to spare could call x2589...

8:00 PM

The Opera Ensemble of Western Connecticut State
University presents Amah! and the Night Visitors by
Gian Carlo Menotti. This holiday drama will be held at
the Ives Concert Hall. General admission is $5. For more
information and reservations, call (203) 837 - 8350.

Wed, Dec 11

Through Sat, Dec 14

7:30 PM

Carlos Lechner, a Graduate Fellow from the Modern
Languages Department, will be speaking about three
short films, all produced by Luis Bunuel with subtitles,
which will be shown prior to his lecture. The three
movies are UnChienAndalou,L'aged'oriLnd Tierrasin
Pan. This portion of the Latin American and Spanish
Film Series will be held in Life Sciences Auditorium.

Thurs, Dec 12

12:15 PM

There will be a lecture given by Dr. Raymond Baker,
Dean of the Faculty, in the Alumni Lounge of Mather
Hall. He will be speaking on Women in Islam: HowCentrist Islamist Thinkers Talk About Women's Rights.

In celebration of the upcoming 100-year anniversary
of Chekhov's major plays, the Department of Theater
and Dance presents a dozen (or so) Chekhov short stories adapted for the stage by Pavel Khomsky, Director
of the Mossoviet Theater in Moscow, Sergei Desnitsky
and Yelena Kondratova, distinguished guest artists from
Moscow, and Trinity student Stephanie Wheeler. These
stories will be directed by Pavel Khomsky, Sergei
Desnitskyjoshua Karter, and Arthur Feinsod, and performed by Trinity students with special performances
by Desnitsky and Kondrakova. Various programs are
running at different times, so call extension 2199 for the
most up-to-date scheduling.

Sun, Dec 15

12:00noon-• :::•'• ,\'';Roman} Satholic;Mass;• %•<'>•

'
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3:00 PM

There will be an afternoon student music recital held
in Garmany Hall. This recital will feature the students
from Trinity's Private Lessons Program and Chamber
Ensemble, singing solos and chamber music from their
semester's study.

Sun, Dec 15

7:00 PM

The Jazz Studies Program at Western Connecticut
State University Department of Music will present the
Fred Hersch Trio in concert in the Ives Concert Hall. The
Hall is located at 181 White Street in Danbury on the
campus of Western Connecticut State University. Tickets for adults are $10, while seniors and students are $5.
For more information on this performance, call (203)
837-8350.

Wed, Dec 18

6:30 PM

The Austin Arts Center presents The Greater HartJord Academy of the Performing Arts Fall Showcase,
which welcomes student performances of music,
drama, dance and creative writing pieces prepared in
Academy classes during the Fall semester. This event
will be Held in Goodwin Theater and is free

I Hate You! I Love You!
Let's Dance!
With the lack of music at the
Senior Snowball driving the
would-be dancers to boredom, AT
found amusement watching classmates drink, smoke (a bunch of
chimneys, those seniors!), and, in
the case of one couple, talk-argueapologize-make up and finally
make kissyface all over the silent
dance floor. The show didn't make
up for the $10 ticket, but at least the
drinks were strong.

Fri - Sat, Dec 13 -14

The Religious Tolerance Forum presents Everything
You Wanted to Know about Cod - but were Afraid to Ask:
Part Deux in Terrace Room B. This is a continuation of
the discussion held on the 29th of October. Dinner will
be catered by Timothy's Restaurant.

Cool! Free Wood!
Motivated by their jealousy of
the Senior Snowballers, who received cute candles as party favors
Saturday night, a pair of soused
sophomores decided that Planet
Holiday had to be worth something free as well. The wooden railing from a stairway in Mather?
Good enough. The revelers
marched away, satisfied with their
candle subsitute, leaving AT to
hope they don't try to burn it.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - DECEMBER 10,1996

CINESTUDIO
Independence Day (PG-13)

Wed - Sat, Dec 11 -14 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Roland Emmerich. Written by Emmerich and Dean Devlin. Visual effects supervisors: Volker
Engel and Douglas Smith. Cast: Will Smith, Jeff Goldblum, Mary McDonnell, Harvey Fierstein. You really haven't
seen Independence Day if you haven't seen it on the vast Cinestudio screen with Dolby Spectral Recording sound!
The first science fiction all-out smash in some years harks back to the good old-fashion classics like The War of the
Worlds: they're here, and they'd rather blow up New York City than have a touchy-feely close encounter vviih us
humans. Don't worry, though; on our side are a computer nerd (Jeff Goldblum), a Marine Corps pilot (Will Smith), a
tippling Vietnam Vet (Randy Quaid) and a suitably mad scientist (Brett Spiner, aka. Star Trefe's Data). Remember, "If
they become hostile, then God help us.'" 135 min.

Taxi Driver (R)

Fri - Sat, Dec 13 -14 10:15 PM

(1975) Director: Martin Scorsese. Screenplay by Paul Schrader. Music by Bernard Hermann. Cinematography by
Michael Chapman. Cast: Robert De Niro, Harvey Keitel, Jodie Foster, Cybil Shephard, Peter Boyle. Don't miss out on
the chance tp see the newly restored and remixed print of Taxi Driver in a theater, while it remains in brilliant
condition! Martin Scorsese's defining moment in cinema, this controversial film brought instant notoriety to its
director and awesome cast, including Robert De Niro, Harvey Keitel and Jodie Foster. De Niro's Travis Bickle, an
alienated insomniac, steers his Checker cab through the streets of New York City after dark like a boat through Hell.
Facing his obsessions on a young prostitute (Foster), Bickle edges closer to the disturbing release of violence. Michael
Chapman's glittering cinematography and Bernard Hermann's hypnotic score draw you in to Taxi Dri ver's strangely
seductive atmosphere of loneliness and pain. 113 min.

Celestial Clockwork (NR) A HOrff»rrfpre»,v™

Sun, D e c 15 2:30 P M
S u n - T u e s , D e c 15 - 1 7 7:30 P M

(France/Venezuela, 1996) Written and directed by Fina Torres.. Cast: Adriana Gil, Arielle Dombasle, Evelyne Didi.
Unknown (at least in this country) Venezuelan director Fina Torres has delighted audiences in New'York and San
Francisco with an infectiously liberating film mixing music, magic realism, and a easygoing, polymorphous attitude towards sexuality. A Venezuelan bride (Adiana Gil) leaves her groom at the altar and hops a plane to Paris,
where she takes a job cleaning apartments while dreaming of being a singer. With a little help from her Latina sisters'
and an African magic potion, she quickly finds the woman of her dreams. However, dodging the immigration police
and getting her first break are not quite so easy. "A riotous carnival of music, colors, witchery, sexuality and magic."
Roger Ebert, The Chicago Sun-Times. 85 min.

Big Night (R)

Wed - Sat, Dec 18 - 21 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Campbell Scott and Stanley Tucci. Written by Joseph Tropicano and Tucci. Cast: Tucci, Tony
Shalhoub, Isabella Rossellini, Minnie Driver. The outstanding debut by co-writer/director/actor Tucci is an intimate
story of two brothers who run a failing Italian restaurant on the Jersey shore. Primo is an uncompromising chef with
golden hands who serves seafood risotto to a clientele preferring spaghetti and meatballs; Secundo, played by Tucci
tries to compete with the booming business across the street by inviting Louis Prima and his band for a highlypublicized dinner. The ensuing feast is the film's raison d'etre, a sensuous tribute to the pleasures of food as prepared
by an artist who finds Zen-like satisfaction in making the perfect omelette. "One of the very best films of1996!" -David
Kehr, The New York Daily News. 90 min.
'
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Through Tues, January 14,1997

In Need of a French Tutor

The first exhibition to explore the most ambitious
project of the early career of the great American realist
painter Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) is being shown at
the Yale University Art Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street in
New Haven. Thomas Eakins: The Rowing Pictures
brings together all the artist's extant depictions of oarsmen on the Schuylkill River. For more information, call
(203) 432-0600. The museum and sculpture garden are
open to the public, free of charge, Tuesday through Saturday, 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and Sunday, 2:00-5:00 PM.

Don't sit around and let your grades suffer before
finals...if you need help in French.call a fluent, on-campus tutor. For more information, call extension 3497.

Through Sun, January 19,1997
The paintings of Pat Brauer and Jeffrey Galinson, on
display in The Bushnell's Promenade Gallery, confidently illustrate this feature of artmaking, and persuade
the viewer that looking at ordinary objects can produce
no ordinary effect, when it has been shaped by an artist's
hand and special arrangement. As New England's gray
December descends as it has for centuries, this show
will offer a warm, alluring and enchanting reprieve.
The gallery is open on Wednesdays and Thursdays from
11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, during all mainstage events, and
by appointment. Please call Mary Kramer at (860) 9876000

There will be a Christmas Concert and Carol Sing
on December 13 at 8:00 PM at the Asylum Hill Congregational Church, 814 Asylum Avenue in Hartford. The
program includes Girolamo Respeghi's Land of the Nativity and the Christmas carols are arranged by John
Rutter. Richard Einsel directs the Asylum Hill Oratorio Choir and Orchestra. There is a suggested donation
of $10. For more information, call 860-247-3373.

Hartford Country Dance
Friday, December 13 will be the Contra Dance with
music by David Bateman with Sweet Honey and the
Ralph. From 8:00 to 11:00 PM, thisevent will be held at
First Church of Christ, 12 South Main Street in West
Hartford. The workshop starts at 7:30 PM. Admission
is $8 (students with ID and first-time, beginners - half
price!) No partners needed, all dances taught, beginners welcome. For more information, call (860) 6662124.

The Art of Giving
ConnPIRG is presently working on an exciting,
campus wide program to introduce recycling centers in dorms all over campus. Bui ldings& Grounds
and the Administration are helping ConnPIRG with
this effort. The recycling centers will be large bins,
clearly labeled for recycling, to ensure that cans and
bottles are no longer merely thrown in the trash. Recycling on campus will be easier than ever before!
ConnPIRG, the Administration and B & G are all
working hard to get the centers set up quickly, so
keep your eyes opens and get ready to recycle!

* The 1996 Tripod Staff *
wants to wish you and your family*
* a happy-and healthy holiday *
* and a prosperous New Year! *

6:00 PM

There will be a Religious Tolerance
Forum featuring a dinner and
discussion in Terrace Room B.

Wednesday, December 11

Carol Sing

Recycling Corner...

Tuesday, December 10

The 19th annual holiday exhibit and sale of outstanding American craft gifts is taking place through December 24. It is being held at the Farmington Valley Arts
Center at 25 & 27 Arts Center Lane; Avon Park North;
Avon, CT. For more information, call (860) 678-1867.

Interested in working for the
Trinity Tripod?
**********
The new 1997 staff is looking for writers
and photographers, so join the editors for
their weekly meeting in the basement of
Jackson Dorm on Tuesday nights at 10:00.
Please call ext. 2589 or email them at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

10:00 PM

The film AClodiwark Orange will

be shown in McCook Auditorium

Thursday, December 12
8:00 PM

The student production A Few
Good Men will be performed in the
Washington Room and tickets can
be purchased for $2.

9:30 PM

Ton_y Harrington and Touch will
be playing at the Bistro.

Friday, December 13
5:00 PM

The Hillel House will be hosting
Shabbat Dinner.

8:00 PM

The Bistro will feature Karaoke,
sponsored by TCAC.

8:00 PM

The student production A Few
Good Men will be performing in
the Washington Room and tickets
can be purchased for $2.

Saturday, December 14
2:30 PM

The Hartford Stage is presenting
Underhiilkwood; tickets for this
even t can be purchased i n SLRC for

8:00 PM

Two favorite Christmas films will
be shown in the McCook Auditorium: The Grinch Who Stole
Christmusand National
Lampoon'sChristmasVacation.

8:00 PM

The student production of A Few
GnoJ Men continues in the Washington Room Tickets are ^2 in
SLRC.

9.00 PM

The Bistio will be fejtui ing the
rhythm and blues swing music of
Johnny and East Coasl Rockers.

Thursday, December 19
9:30 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thurs, December 12
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
Star Trek (PG-13) 11:00 AM; 11:30 AM; 1:20 PM; 1:55PM; 4:15PM; 4:50 PM; 7:20 PM; 7:50PM; 9:55PM; 10:20 PM;

SpaceJam(PG) wfitSSm

1:00PM; 1:25PM; 3:00PM; 3:30PM; 5:00PM; 5:30PM;. 7:00PM; 9:00PM;

11:30PM

r

S

;

2:00PM; 435PM; 430PM; 7:25PM;, 7:40PM; 9:50PM; 10:15PM;

l O l D a l m a t i o n s C G U U S A M ^ O A M ; 12:45PM; 1:40PM; 2:10PM; 3:15PM; 4:05PM; 4:40PM; 5:40PM;
. ;
7:00 PM; 7;30PM; 10:05 PM; 12:25 AM

Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Times are valid through Thurs, December 12
Prices-$5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
First Wives Club (PG) 7:10PM; 9:25PM
Sleepers(R) 7:00PM; 9:40PM
Thinner (R) 7:20 PM; 9:30 PM

'(

,: .

Elm Theater- New Britain Avenue, next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thurs, December 12
Prices'$3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
First Wives Club (PG) 7:15 PM; 9:20 PM
Sleepers (R) 7:45 PM

Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your
local area,

call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000

• • • • • •

Set It Off (R)
11:05 AMV 1:35 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:40 PM; 12:15 AM
Romeo and Juliet (PG) 9:10 PM; .11:35 PM
„„<-„,,, , „ , „ . « imOPM- 12-10 AM
Ransom (R)
11:05AM; 1:50PM; 4:25PM; 7:05PM; 7:35PM; 8:00PM; 9.45PM; 10.10PM,,10.30PM, 12.10 AM
The Mirror has Two Faces (PG43) 11:10AM; 1:45PM; 4:30PM; 7:10PM; laOOPM, 2 : 3 0 A M _
JingleAlhheWay.(PG) 11:20AM; 11:45AM; 1:15PM; 1:45PM; 3:15PM; 3:45PM; 5:15PM; 5.45PM, 7.15PM,
I

The Bistro will feature the exciting
foot stompin' jazz of Bookhouse
Boys,

MANPOWER TECHNICAL
Progressive Recruitment Educational Program
Northern Telecommunications (Nortel), in conjunction with Manpower Technical is currently conducting
this college recruitment program to build its corporate
future by training CT college students in all facets of the
telecommunications industry. Candidates must be
enrolled in an engineering, telecommunications,
computer science or business degree track. This
opportunity will provide part time during each
semester and full time during the intercession periods.
Students will begin at $10.50/hr and receive incremental raises when each segment of the training is complete.
Nortel is extremely flexible with assigned hours and are
located minutes south of Hartford on 1-91. Please call us
at Manpower Technical at 1-800-357-0142 and fax
resumes to 860-529-9535. There are nine positions open
immediately.

Help Wanted!
CT's fastest growing tele-messaging service seeks
qualified applicants part-time and full-time for the
position of tele-receptionist for our 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
. •
shifts.
Great for college students!
Candidates should have strong typing skills and a
pleasant phone voice. Will train. Hiring in our
Wethersfield office. Excellent pay & benefits.

Call 860-529-6881
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Breto
Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave.,Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334
(860)278-4527

Sides & Salads

Pizzas

Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
Topping ....$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Toppings
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Mushroom
Onions
Tossed Salad

Small (12")........ $ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Red Veggie Design

L

Sheet

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00 .

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of'sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

BUT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25

Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
•RoastBeef.,..,.....;
Turkey .
Veal..
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

$8.00 Plenty for two!

j 2 Large Pizzas

J j

.

. -Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda i g Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
[ [
Only $10 tax incl.
1 I
Only $7 tax incl.
S
278-4334
J j
278-4334

278-4334
Is n

Large Pizza

1
9

isEi ana mm ana BOB em mm am mm Jk

la ma" ami a

am asm n

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5,75
$5.75'
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.

$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

Specialty Pizzas
S

$ 3.50
butter

Small Pizza

S

1

Any Calzone
,
•

|

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

ma BEH BBB ran a!

j

Gyro

[ J Buy Large Pizza

|

1 can soda + bag chops

g g

with Cheese

j
j

$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

g g
g g

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

r R J E E can soda
• .

& Garlic Bread

1 g

with Any Salad

| |

278-4334

1!
1 !1
I

| 11
|1 1

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Call in Your Order ~ Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. - Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Men's Swimming Loses Home Opener To Coast Guard
Bv JANET M. LEE

Sports Writer

In the world of sports, it's been said
that the most important thing is not success but to not lose perspective. Swimming before a disappointing turnout at
the first home meet of the season against
Coast Guard Thursday, the men's swim
team demonstrated just that. Despite the
116-171 loss, one could not help but notice the air of excitement and optimism
evident both during and after the meet.
The meet got off to a disappointing
start. After losing the first five races to
Coast Guard, the men grabbed the opportunity to redeem itself in the sixth
event. Participating in his first dual meet
of the season, Andrew Lovig '00 placed
first in the 200 butterfly in 2:13.83, earning his team nine event points and
thereby winning the event altogether.
In the 200 breaststroke, Matt Ruggles
'00 clinched first place with his impressive time of 2:36.10 and Ryan Vasquez '99,
trailing close behind, placing second in
2:38.94. This singular win provided the
team with the momentum with which
to work with as the swimmers' performances improved markedly. Optimism
once again began to pervade the team's
mentality. Said senior co-captain Scott
Heidorn during the meet, "We're having
a good meet. Coast Guard is a great team
but everyone is having good swims."
Morale somewhat higher, the men also
won the 500 freestyle with Ryan Young
'00 finishing first and Heidorn finishing
second in 5:10.35 and 5:18.01 respectively.
Young's impressive swim in this race also
qualified him for the upcoming New
England Championships on February
28. The team then proceeded to win another nine points in the 100 butterfly
event wiriv Lovig again placing first in
59.38 and senior co-captain Dave

Swimmers dive into into the pool during the dual meet on
Thursday against Coast Guard.

McFarland trailing close behind with his
time of 1:00.99.
The 400 freestyle relay marked the last
race of the meet. Spirits and tensions ran
high as both teams demonstrated superior talents and skills. Nonetheless, the
Trinity men emerged victorious, earning
the last eleven points of the meet Swimmirlg for the Bafnis" iveref*'loving*'
McFarland, Steven Longley '99 and Tave

Pete Ponders Once Again
BY PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

I don't know what it is about the first
heavy snow fall, but it brought something out in many people this past Saturday night after the Senior Snowball.
The first fierce snowball fight broke out
on the cave patio, with attackers above
on the walkway, and their foes down on
the patio. For some unknown reason
accuracy was at a minimal during this
encounter. I seemed to anger a member
of the Baseball team, whose accuracy
and velocity was apparent after seeing
the welt on my forehead. My advice for
the next snowball scuffle, find out where
the soccer team is hanging out and
throw as many snow balls as you want.
The Men's Hockey team is going
through some tough times. They have
started the season with a 1-3 record, with
their only win coming against Wesleyan.
This slow start can be attributed to the
loss of one of their most valuable players For the p^sj three years Craig Muse
has played an integral part in the team's

4-2 win over the Boston Bruins last week.
Wouldn't it be strange if the Whale

Fitzpatrick '97, all of whom swam with
unexpected zeal and enthusiasm.
Although the meet was met with defeat, it is important to note that some
good did actually come out of it. Young's
performance in the 500 and 1000
freestyle and the 100 breaststroke qualified him br the New TLnglands, as did
Heidorn's swim in the 1000 freestyle.
Mike Gorman '00 and Lovig also made

MATT ELLIOTT

the coveted cuts in the 100 and 200 backstroke respectively.
The men's loss against Coast Guard
did not dampen any spirits for the most
part. Indeed, the swimmers have remained optimistic and their goals have
become more realistic. Stated McFarland
after the meet, "It was an encouraging
meet Wl
k ^ i t h
work there is to be done."
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DeAngelis One Of Country's Top Student Athletes
B Y JANET LEE

Sports Writer

It's every parent's dream to raise either
an exceptional athlete or an exceptional
student. When your son happens to be
both of these things and more, however,
one can only imagine the sense of pride
the DeAngelis family must feel

Success is something definitely not
foreign tojoe DeAngelis. DeAngelis'academic and athletic prowess were clearly
evident during his career at Cathedral
High School. Originally from Springfield, MA, the then-three sport athlete
(football, basketball and track) graduated as valedictorian of his class and held
numerous office positions in high school.
This success did not end upon graduation, however. Indeed, DeAngelis has
continued to maintain that level of success four years later, as a senior here at
Trinity.
Academically, DeAngelis' performance during his three and a half years
at. Trinity has been nothing short of ex• ernplary. iA.Chemistty.TOajoriarid Phi
Beta Kappa member, Joe has been a consistent faculty honors recipient since

LAURA BLACKWELL

DeAngelis, seen here getting out in front to block, has
excelled both on the field and in the classroom.

1993 and has also been named the
President's Fellow in Chemistry for the
class of 1997. He was named the Vernon
K Krieble-Loctite Corporation Scholar
of 1996 and the Thomas Holland Scholar
for the years 1994-96 and has received
awards in other academic areas such as
mathematics and physics, Perhaps most
noteworthy of DeAngelis' numerous accornplishrnerits occurred just recently,
when he was harried one of eleven state
fi nalists vying for the prestigious Rhodes

Scholarship. Says DeAngelis of the experience, "It was a most exciting and distinguished honor."
And then there's sports.
Whether he's on the football field as
the Bantams' offensive lineman in the
fall, indoors as the 35 lb. weight thrower
in the winter, or out on the field as the
discus and hammer thrower in the
spring, DeAngelis has proven to excel in
the area' 6f "athleticsaswell: JtistthiSpast
year, DeAngelis has received several no-

table awards in the area of athletics,
namely the Bob Harron Award and the
Pre-Season National Scholar Athlete.
Also this year, DeAngelis was the recipient of the esteemed Swede Nelson
Award, an award given out by the Gridiron Club of Boston to one deserving
scholar athlete in the New England area.
He was also named one of ten national
finalists for the distinguished Gagliardi
Trophy, an honor commonly referred to
as the Division Three Heisman Trophy.
According to DeAngelis, "[Winning the
Gagliardi] would've been exceptional. In
my eyes, the prestige of the Gagliardi
Trophy is comparable to that of the
Rhodes Scholarship."
Aside trom athletics and academics,
Joe also holds numerous leadership positions in his extra curricular organizations. He is currently the president of the
Raven Society, a member of the Athletic
. Advisory Committee, and Chairman of
the Interfraternity Council. Despite all
these commitments, Joe makes it a priority to live life at Trinity to its fullest.
Says chemistry professor and mentor Dr.
Prigodich of DeAngelis, "[He] is the classic idea of what a liberal arts education
is all about. He's involved in so much of
undergraduate life and has undoubtedly
made the most of his four years here."
Former teammates Mike Poremba '97
and Rob Norton '97 agreed. "Joe's got a
gift. He's well rounded and able to manage his time efficiently. He is certainly
admired by many for that."
DeAngelis' plans for the future are undecided as of yet. A "career in the chemical or education industry" are possible
goals as is the prospect of medical school.
According to DeAngelis, the definition
of success is, "being able to do the things
you want the way you want to do them."
judging by DeAngelis' accomplishments
thus far, one thing is for certain: wherever DeAngllis' goes, success~will surely ~
follow.

Wrestlers Drop Home Opener To Western New England
BY PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

The Trinity College wrestling program started their 1996-'97 season with
a tough loss to Western New England
College. The grapplers, who are coming
off a 3-13 season, were hoping to start
their season off on the right foot, however, the team lost the match 31-12.
Winning their matches for the Bantams.were Sean Cooney '99, wrestling in
the 167 lb weight class, Jay Bangash '97,
177 lbs, and Mike Lennon, in the heavyweight class. Trinity captured victories
in three out of the final four matches, a
very good sign for the future.
Trinity had most of its problems in the
lighter weight classes. Trinity dropped
its first five matches, with four out of five
of these wrestlers being freshmen. The

team also decided to forfeit the match in
the 118 lb match.. Western New England
had the #1 ranked wrestler in that slot,
so the Bantams decided to yield the
points to their opponents.
The program has been blessed with a
strong class of freshmen wrestlers. However, some of these wrestlers are still trying to adapt to the changes that college
wrestling demands. Western New England College came into the match with
very strong wrestlers in the lower weight
classes, which put pressure on the young
Bantam wrestlers. "There is a lot of talent in this year's freshman class. They
just need a little time to get used to the
competition" said Cooney.
The real experience and depth will lay
in the heavier weight classes. Cooney,
Bangash, and Lennon proved their value
to the team on Saturday, but their will
be even more weapons for their next

Roggi's Garage

match at the Swarthmore meet in January.
All-American Ray Jones '97, will return to the mats after a very successful
football season. Last year Jones earned
All-England honors and placed seventh
in the NCAA Division III tournament.
Peter Marino '00 and Ty Bookman '99 are
injured, and will be ready to return in
January. Last year Bookman earned All-

New england honors and finished sixth
in the New England Division III tournament.
"It's still very early in the season. We're
not worried about this loss at all. We are
looking forward to next semester. We
will have everyone back, and I think we
will do very well in our meets," said
Bangash. "I think we are going to surprise
a lot of teams," he added.

New Tripod Sports
Editors Elected
The Trinity Tripod has elected their
new sports editors for the Spring semester. Junior Fred Shonenberg and sophomore Katie Kurz will take over starting
in January. This semester Kurz is the
announcements editor, and has covered
the women's lacrosse and swimming

teams in the past. Shonenberg was a
writer for the Tripod his freshman year.
Current Sports Editor Pete Guiney
will assume the position of a senior editor next semester, while Carolyn
French will travel to Washington DC.
for the semester.

Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty withID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off
Broad Street)
:
247-3493

Before

After

Good Luck you two. Don't let this happen to you!
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Indoor Track Starts Season At Wesleyan Invit
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

On Saturday, December 7,1996 the
men's and women's track and field teams
began their winter season at Wesleyan
University. Here, the teams participated
in an invitational, along with thirteen
other teams from the New England and
New York area. This meet, being so early
in the season, served as an indicator of
where the athletes were, physically and
mentally, and where they need to aim for
the remainder of the season. The men's
team finished in eighth place, while the
women finished in tenth place.
The teams, although lacking in numbers due to illnesses and pre-season concerns, had a successful day. All athletes
put forth a solid effort as was seen in the
outcome of their races and field events.
On the track, Senior Jon Karp and Freshmen Peter Young were the first Bantams
to participate. They opened the season
by competing in the 55 meter dash. This
race, a quick sprint where the start is a
key and technical aspect of the race,
treated Karp and Young well. Young finished with a time of 6.60 seconds, which
was much better than his approximated
seed time. Young followed this with a
fine time of 23.71 seconds for the 200
meter dash, another sprint event.
Karp, however, led the way for Trinity
as he qualified for the finals, where he
ran an excellent time of 6.54 seconds.
Karp, in response to his race and to the
team's
teams performance
performance in
in general,
general, said,
said, "I'm
im

pleased. I felt good and was happy with
the way the team performed, especially
since it's early in the season and we
haven't had much experience."
As for the women, the only sprinter
that competed was Michelle Miller, who
ran the 55 meter and 200 meter dashes.
In the 55, Miller ran a time of 7.60 seconds in her preliminary heat, which allowed her to enter the finals, where she
improved her time to 7.57 seconds. In the
200, Miller again ran an excellent race,
where she finished with a time of 28.15
seconds.
The mid-distance runners also fared
well. In the 500 meter run, which is a
controlled sprint, Matthew McShane
and David Aucoin both ran faster than
their seed times, showing that they were
ahead of where they were expected to be
at for this season opener. Aucoin ran a
time of 70.5 seconds and was closely followed by McShane who posted a time of
71.6 seconds. In the half mile race, three
men participated. Sophomore Andy Joseph, under adverse conditions, ran a
time of 2:07.3. Joseph was pleased with
this time, which he felt was good preparation for the December 14lh meet, where
he will participate in what may be his
biggest race of the season.
Also in this race were Senior Robert
Johnson and Junior Benjamin Appleyard,
who ran the respective times of 2:08.9
and 2:09.2. These times were posted after participating in the 1500 meter run
earlier in the meet. In this race, which is
just shy of a mile, Appleyard had a time
of
ot 4:17.9
4:1/. y and
and was
was closely
closely trailed
trailed by
by

Johnson. In the 1000 meter race, Matthew Wong, '00, was the man as he
placed second in his heat with an impressive time of 2:51.9.
The women who ran in the middle
distance races did as well as the men. In
the 600 meter race, sophomore Pamela
Kelley ran a time of 1:54.8 seconds, allowing her to place high in the field. Kelley
was satisfied with this performance
since, after taking some time off from her
successful field hockey season, she had
only been practicing with the team for a
week. Two female runners also doubled,
as they ran both the 1500 and 800 meter
races. These athletes, senior Jill Romano
and junior Elizabeth Worthy, ran the respective times of 2:40.5 and 2:41.5 in the
half mile and 5:15.6 and 5:17.7 in the 1500.
In the longest race of the day, 5000
meters (3.1 miles), Trinity ran three men,
senior Charles Baker, junior Eric Lavigne,
and freshmen Adam Forkner. All three
of these men, coming off of a strong cross
country season, ran great races. Forkner,
in his first collegiate indoor race, said,
"I'm pleased. I don't have a lot to compare it to, but now that I have the experience I feel that I can make improvements.
This will serve as a basis for future races."
Lavigne, with a time of 16:06 minutes,
ran a tough race and also now has a foundation which he can work off of for the
remainder of the season.
But, it was Baker who stole the show,
running what may have been the most
impressive race by a Trinity athlete at
this meet. Baker, taking about 30 seconds
off
finished
on of
oi his
nis previous
previous best
best time,
tune, tmished

with a time of 15:41. Pleased with the
outcome, Baker was hopefully that this
would give him "a decent seed time for
New Englands," a race which people
must qualify for in order to participate.
The Bantams had two women participate in this race, which is twenty-five
laps around the indoor track. Sophomore Yolanda Flamino won the race and
junior Katie Bisbee finished with a great
time of 21:22. This was the first time that
either of these two ladies had ever run
this race and the first indoor track meet
that Bisbee had participated in, making
her race all the more exceptional.
The only male field participants were
two freshmen, Benjamin Goss and Nick
Lanigan. These athletes took part in the
high jump competition where they
cleared &0" and 5'10" respectively, both
of which are quality jumps. On the
women's side, sophomore Beth Doran
pitched a toss of 28'6" for the weight
throw. In this event, the athlete must hurl
a twenty pound ball, which is enclosed
in a sack, as far as possible without going outside of the designated boundaries.
All in all it was a successful day for
Trinity's track and field teams as they
opened their winter season. This meet
allowed them to see where their ability
stands and a provided an opportunity for
them to formulate ideas as to where they
would like to go and what they hope to
accomplish during this season. The
teams will travel to Wesleyan again on
Saturday to participate in another invitational, where the Bantams hope to continue their success,
tmue their success,

Hockey Team Continues Skid; Gets First Win Vs. Wes
BY JOSH GOLDFINE

Sports Writer

ing round were abound on Sunday
against a less-talented Wesleyan squad.
The Bantams, were, as Dunham de-

Hockey is a gamH x>t opportunities';*
' "^ejaj^jor^rtunities a team creates, Again, the first line of Mike Burns '98,
the betterTieffrHMees*tketeam has to Southard, and Rickard, continued to perwin. Thanksgiving Weekend provided form, with both Southard and Burns
a sense of both worlds for the Bantam picking up goals in the 6-1 win. Sophohockey team, as it dropped a gut- more forward James Devine also added
wrenching, 5-4 decision to Amherst in his first career goal in the victory. Junior
the opening round of the Charles Luce forward Joe Roberto broke a long pertournament on Saturday afternoon be- sonal scoring drought, poking in a pair
fore rebounding in a 6-1 win over of goals. "It was good to see Joe get a few
Wesleyan on Sunday. This past weekend goals. They were hustle goals, He's
provided no such success for club, as it worked so hard, and it finally paid off.
dropped a pair of games in New Hamp- Same with Burns. They are both very
shire, losing 4-1 to St. Anselms College different players (han a year ago."
After the Wesleyan victory, the team's
on Friday night before dropping a 3-1
decision to New England College the record stood at 1-3. Sunday's win was
important, but Burns warned that it
next night.
The Bantams opened the Luce tourna- must be taken in perspective: "It was
ment the Saturday after Thanksgiving definitely a step in the right direction,"
against the Lord Jeffs of Amherst, and he said, "But, it was a baby step. Wesleyan
this game provided a true measure of just is a team we should beat. We still have
where this hockey club.stands. The Ban- to show that we can step it up and win
tams, as Coach John Dunham described, the big games against the better teams."
Unfortunately for the Bantams, this
"caught Amherst flat" in the first period,
pumping in four goals over the first 20 next test against these "better teams"
minutes to take a 4-1 lead into the first came this weekend as the Bantams travintermission. After Amherst jumped out elled north for weekend tilts with St.
to an early 1-0 lead, freshman Mikko Anselms College on Friday night and
Auvienen tied it before fellow first-year New England College on Saturday
players Ryan Southard and Scott Rickard evening.
After a brutal five and a half-hour bus
scored to give the underdog Bantams a
ride
to snowy Manchester, New Hamp3-1 lead. Senior co-captain Neil Ypnker
finished off the Bantam scoring late in shire, the fatigued Bantams opened the
the stanza. Unfortunately for the Ban- weekend with a frustrating 4-1 defeat to
St. Anselms. The Bantams played a lacktams, though, there would be no more.
The Lord Jeffs rallied for a goal in the luster first period but were kept in the
second period and two quick goals late game only" with some outstanding
in the third to carry the game into over- goaltending from netminder Blair. The
time, where Amherst's Tim Quinn gave host club finally jumped on the board
with a pair of second period power play
the Lord Jeffs the 5-4 victory just 3:21
goals before junior forward Mike Burns
into the extra session. Despite the result,
got the Bantams on the board midway
Dunham was impressed. "We played a through the second stanza with his third
lot better," said the coach, "[Goaltender goal of the season. But, there was to be
Jeff] Blair (55 shots-50 saves) was abso- ho more, as the Hawks added a pair of
' lutely immense. He really kept us in the goals to close out the scoring and send
game." Indeed, the standout sophomore the Bantams off into the snowy evening
netminder allowed the Bantams to re- on the heels of a 4-1 loss.
main in the game, as Trinity put a meaSaturday night at New England Colsly 21 shots on Amherst goaltender Joe
lege produced a different story with unBranca.
'
The opportunities that the Bantams fortunately the same ending: another
failed to create in the tournament's open- loss. The Bantams came out flying in the

first period, getting several chances but
failing to put the puck in the net. As junior forward Tim Rath said, "We had a lot
of change's: Wfe just didn't bury the puck
You can't even single anyone out. We all
had a lot of great opportunities." The
failure to convert on these chances
would come back to haunt the visitors,
as New England pumped in a pair of second period goals before Trinity freshman
Ryan Southard scored his team-leading
fourth goal midway through the second
period to cut the deficit in half at 2-1. But,
like the previous evening, that would be
all for the Bantams, as the hosts notched
a late goal to close out the scoring in the
3-1 Bantam loss.
The disappointing weekend trip
dropped the Bantams mark to 1-5 overall (0-4 in ECAC East). It is a time for
concern, as the Bantams have suffered
from exactly what they feared as the season began: a lack of scoring depth. The
problem is obvious, as there are just not
enough Bantams to put the puck in the
net. With the dismal two goals over the
weekend, the Bantams have scored just
15 goals in six games, under three goals
per game. And, this includes a six-goal
outburst in the club's lone win over lowly
Wesleyan last Sunday. This lack of gola

scoring can be attributed to the loss of
co-captain Craig Muse. In his three years
at Trinity he has tallied an astonishing
57 goals and 35 assists. ;Muse,; who un^
derwent back surgery inNovember, will
return to the lineup in January.
Tomorrow evening, the Bantams have
a prime opportunity tojump back into
the winning column as they will travel
to Middletown for a rematch with, the
struggling Cardinals. Despite the Cardinals lowly standing, Rath warns that his
club cannot overlook anyone: "It's frustrating because it's not like we're playing
badly. We're just not getting the bounces
right now. We have to be ready to play
on Wednesday. This league is too tough
to take any team lightly."
The team has started off in a hole. If
the Bantams hope to make the ECAC
playoffs, they will have to win some big
games next semester. After playing in.
the Elmira College Tournament on January 4th.and 5th, the Bantams will face
five of the leagues top teams, including
games against Williams, UConn,
Hamilton, and two-time defending
NCAA Division III champion
Middlebury College. If Muse can help
jump start the offense, the Bantams may
be able to turn this season around.
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Men's Basketball Beats Eastern; Loses To Western
BY MICHAEL CHUTE

Sports Writer

The men's basketball team won its
home opener against Coast Guard, and
then split the next two games to bring
their record to 3-2. The Bantamsdefeated
Eastern Connecticut for their third
straight victory and appeared to be on a
roll. However, a tough Western Connecticut team disrupted any plans of a
continued streak. John Mulfinger '99
leads the Bantams in scoring with 18.8
points per game; he is followed closely by
Kevin Bednar '99 who is averaging 18.4.
Bednar also leads the team in rebounds
with 36, while junior Brendon Gallagher
has pulled down 33.
Coach Stan Ogrodnik labeled Trinity's
victory over Coast Guard, "the most solid
game of the season." Shooting 70% from
the field in the second half, the Bantams
ran away from the Bears to win by a score
of 89-60. Mulfinger led a balanced scoring attack with 19 points, and co-captain
Craig Moody '98 had his best effort of the
season, converting on eight of 12 field
goals for 18 points, and adding a team
high six assists. Bednar added 16 points
for Trinity, who held their opponents to
33% shooting from the floor. Ogrodnik
was certainly pleased wi th his team's ef fort. "For forty minutes we showed
flashes of being able to play well both
offensively and defensively," he said.
Bednar also noted the team's unselfish
play. "We were able to work the ball down
low and establish our inside game, this
gave us more opportunities for open perimeter shots." Collectively, the Bantams
had a season-high twenty-three assists.
Trinity continued its hot shooting
with a 78-58 win over Eastern. The Bantams nailed six out of 11 three pointers
: inrtiegame. They also drained all eleven
of their free throw attempts in the first
half. Most importantly, Trinity

outrebounded their opponents, 49 to 21.
Gallagher was a force on the boards with
thirteen. J.B. Brokaw'99 and Tim Lynch
'98 also added six rebounds a piece.
Leading the Bantams in scoring were
Mulfinger and Bednar, with 20 and 19
• points, respectively.
Down early, Eastern used a full court
press for most of the game. Excellent
passing helped to break the press and
account for some open shots. Senior cocaptain David Hava showed a lot of poise
in handling the pressure. One factor that
deterred the effectiveness of the press
was the fact that the Warriors couldn't
seem to score. The Warriors shot just
34% from the field; and their leading
scorer, Chris Robinson, was held to just
six points the entire game. Moody commented that "we were sucessful in preventing Eastern from getting into a
rhythm. Another thing we were able to
do was score a lot of points m the transition game."
Western Connecticut posed a difficult
challenge for the team. Coach Ogrodnik
commented on the size and experience
of their opponents, as well as their
toughness. "This is the first time this
season that 1 was really disappointed. We
were overpowered," he remarked. The
contest appeared promising for the Bantams, as the Colonials were not able to
handle the low post play of Gallagher.
He scored ten out of the team's first
twelve points. Gallagher led all scorers
with 21 points, despite playing only Kevin Bednar '99 grabs this rebound
twenty-two minutes, due to foul trouble. against Eastern Connecticut St.
With Gallagher on the bench, the Bantams had trouble matching up, and
Western took advantage of this to build
a big lead in the first half. Aided by a
press, Trinity was able to build up some
momentum which carried into the second'half. However, Western was able to
pull away with, an 89-7J victory, _
BY CAROLYN FRENCH
The team will look to rebound from
the loss against Skidmore tonight.
Sports Editor

Bantams Rack Up
Post-Season Honors
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Connecticut
"Live, Local, and Late-breaking," but is it news?
By Matthew Dicks
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Technology
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Design Ltd.
By Matt Richards
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Time
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so much more!
By David Bright
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for the Gagliardi Award given to the top
player in Division 111. He was selected to
the GTE District 1 Academic A11-American team for Division III players.
Other players honored with places on
Many Trinity athletes have been honored in the past couple of weeks as fall the NESCAC All-Star team were senior
post-season awards have been handed cp-captains Rob Norton and Mike
out. Ray Jones '97, a running.back on Poremba and junior cornerback Craig
the football team, has accepted many Borsari. Jones, Poremba, and offensive
awards since football season has ended. lineman Joe Cerreto '97 were named to
Jones was named NESCAC Offensive the ECAC Division III New England first
player of the year for his league-leading team, while Borsari was named to the
1,270 yards and tied for the league lead second team. Jones and Borsari were also
with 13 touchdowns. He was named honored by the New England Football
ECAC Division III co-player of the year, Writers,
and was also the recipient of the Joseph .
Several field hockey players were
Zabliski Award, given to the top Division named Division' III Northeast Region
III offensive player in New England. He All-Stars. Senior Jory Waldman, who led
will be honored at the annual Gridiron the Bantams in scoring this season, was
Club of Boston banquet tomorrow.
named to the first team, while co-captain
Also honored at this banquet will be Jenny Dakin and junior Anna Norland
senior offensive lineman Joe DeAngelis. were named to the second team.
He will be named the Swede Nelson
Waldman was honored again by beScholar Athlete Award recipient for 1996. ing named to the Division III All-AmeriDeAngelis was also one of ten finalists can Third team.

NESCAC Football All-Star Team
Offense

QB

RichWillard#
RB
Ray Jones*
Scott Mulleisen
TE
Matt Murray#
Rob Norton
Adam Hodges#
WR
Mark Kossick*
Chris Miller
OL
Greg Forger
Ron Mammano
David Shapiro*
Eric Kelly*
Gavin Menue
Return Matt Perceval
Specialist
PK
None Selected

Amherst
Trinity
Hamilton
Amherst
Trinity
Hamilton
Williams
Amherst
Colby
Hamilton
Amherst
Williams
Wesleyan
Wesleyan

Offensive Player of the Year:
Ray Jones, Trinity, RB
Offensive Rookie of the Year:
Jon Troy, Tufts, WR
' denotes 1996 ECAC First Team All-Star
# denotes 1996 ECAC Second Team AllStar

Defense

DL

LB

DB

P

Alex Bernstein*
Ron Nobule
Pete Stahl
Matt Nichols
MikeHolte#
Mike Poremba*
Joe Patterson
JoshBonifas
Craig Borsari#
Mark McAleenan*
Todd Nichols
John Berry#
Sam Landis

Amherst
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Tufts
Bates
Trinity
Williams
Middlebury
Trinity
Wesleyan
Amherst
Williams
Williams

Defensive Player of the Year:
Alex Bernstein, Amherst, DL
Defensive Rookie of the Year:
Frost Hubbard, Bates, LB
Other NESCAC Players named ECAC AllStars: First Team-Joe Cerreto, Trinity, OL
Second Team-Dan DeBlois, Hamilton, QB,
David Heaton, Amherst, OL, James
Scribner, Colby, LB
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—Al Carbone, sports
information director, for all
his help with stats, results,
and pictures.
—Photographers
for
taking great pictures each
and every week. I'm really
sorry Wes.
—Laura Blackwell, who
made this section look as
good as it did every week.
She made every effort
possible to get great
pictures every week.
Without her dedication,
the Tripod would not look
as good as it did.
—The writers for taking a
few hours out of their
weekends to go to the
games, do interviews and
write the stories week in
and week out.
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Thank You's
7/ie Tr/pocf Sports Editors
would like to thank many
people who have made this
section possible every
week:

"

Men's Basketball
Dec. 10 at Skidmore,
8:00 PM
Jan. 14 vs. Eastern
Nazarene, 7:30 PM
Jan. 16 at Springfield,
7:00 PM
Jan 18 at Atbertus
Magnus, 3:00 PM
Jan. 19 at Atlantic
Union, 7:00 PM
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Women's Squash
Jan. 15 vs. Yale, 4:00 PM
Jan. 18 Williams Invitational, vs.
Middiebury and Bowdoin
Men's Squash
Jan. 15 vs. Yale, 7:00 PM
Jan. 17-18 West Point
Invitational vs. Navy,
Cornell, and Hobart
Wrestling
Jan. 11 Swarthmore Duals,
Men's Hockey
Dec. 11 at Wesleyan, 7:00 10:00 AM
Jan. 18 Roger Williams, A.I.C.
PM
Jan. 4-5 at Elmira College and W.N.E.C. at Roger
Williams, 11:00 AM
Tournament, 4:30 PM
Jan. 10 vs. Hamilton, 7:30
Indoor Track and Field
PM
Dec. 14 Wesleyan
Jan. 11 vs. Williams, 5:15
Invitational
PM
Jan. 11 Yale Invitational
Jan. 17 vs. UConn, 7:30 PM Jan. 18 Brandeis
Jan. 18 vs. A.I.C., 4:00 PM Invitational

Men's and Women's
Swimming
Dec. 12 women vs. Mount
Holyoke, 7:00 PM
Dec. 14 at UMassDartmouth, 1:00 PM
Jan. 11 at Amherst, 1:00 PM
Jan. 18 Hartwick and Union,
at Union, 2:00 PM

Women's Basketball
Dec. 10 vs. Western
New England, 7:00 PM
Dec. 12 at Smith, 7:30
PM
Dec. 14 vs. St. Joseph
(CT), 2:00 PM
Jan. 16 vs. Wellesley,
2:00 PM

College View Cafe Trivia
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia contest questions correctly and I
I leave a voice mail at The Tripod at x 2589 wins a pitcher of Milwaukee's Bestj
from The View.

College Nicknames...We Give The School...You
[Give The Nickname.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

University of Hartford
University of Utah
University of Wyoming
University of New Mexico
University of Cincinnati

SAVE $$ AT THE VIEW
Sarah Martin '98
End of the Year Special!
Thursday Night- $4
Pitchers!

GOOD NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED

Tuesdays $4.00 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.00 Pitchers*
*=Mil's Best

Junior Sarah Martin scored
34 points in the women's
basketball team's 82-45
victory over Wesleyan last
Tuesday night. She shot 16 of
19 shots, and hit her last 11
shots from the field. She was
only two points shy of the
single! game scoring record!
set by LeArine LaBrun
against Connecticut College
in 1986. She is averaging 16
points and 6.7 rebounds so
far this season
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Sarah Martin's 34 Points Paces Bantams Past Cardinals
BY FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor-elect

After opening rheir season
with a loss to Babson, the
women's basketball team won
both of its next two games. Trinity beat Albertus Magnus 56-51
and then disposed of instate rival Wesieyan 82-45.
A big reason for Trinity's success this week was Sarah Martin '98, who scored 34 points in
the Wesieyan game. Martin was
only two points shy of the alltime singlegame scoring record
at Trinity, held by LeAnne
LaBrun who scored 36 against
Connecticut College in 1986.
Martin simply dominated the
paint against Wesieyan utilizing her impressive array of inside moves. Martin was 16-19
from the field and grabbed six
rebounds. She hit her last 11
shots from the field.
Martin attributed her success to the guards, "They were
unbelievable, all fantastic at
pushing the ball up and down
, the court. At times I couldn't
keep up with them they were
moving so fast." Fellow forward
"Usa Wetker said ol Mar tin "She
could not be stopped, she is so
sirong and they had no chance
of defending her." Colleen
McGlynn '98 commented that
"Martin was able to take ad van-

Sarah Martin, seen here against Western
Connecticut, had a field day against Wesieyan,

scoring 34 points.
tage of their weaknesses underneath and proved that she is the
dominant NE'SCAC player we

GUS ELLISON

all expect her to be," Martin is
now averaging 16 points and
seven rebounds per game.

Women's Squash Tramples NESCAC Foes
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

The Bantams led Wesieyan
by 12 at half time and proceeded
to blow the Cardinals away by
shooting a blistering 63% from
the field in the second half. The
Bantams also dominated the
glass, grabbing 49 rebounds to
Wesleyan's 26. Carolynn Canty
'98 added a tremendous effort as
she scored 12 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds.
Megan Shutte '00 and
Meredith Papa '00 also played
well against Wesieyan. Shutte
started her first collegiate game
and turned in eight points,
while leading the team in minutes played. Martin commented
that Shutte's performance "was
not a surprise and she showed
us what an excellent athlete she
is." Shutte started over senior
guard Katherine Anderson,
who was hit by a car the day
before the game, but did not sustain any serious injuries.
Martin asserted that Papa "really stepped up her game"
against Wesieyan. Playing in
her first collegiate game, Papa
finished with seven points and
three assists in 14 minutes of
play. Papa and Shutte utilized
their: quickness and a pair of
deadly crossovers to dismantle
the Wesieyan defense and open
easy opportunities for Canty
and Martin.
The Bantams victory over
Albertus Magnus improved

Sports Writer

Sports Writer

The women's squash team
blew away all of their opponents this week and will be going into the Winter Break with
a 3-0 record. Their talent was
too much for Connecticut College, Bates, and Colby. They
could afford to let their younger
and less experienced players get
some real varsity playing time
because they knew they would
still be a strong enough even
when leaving some of their top
players at home. Coach Wendy
Bartlett has been pleased with
the showings, "The team is really working hard and they are
very enthusiastic. Katie
(Reifenheiser '97) has been a
great Captain so far." The team
is also getting ready to welcome
Gail Davie, from England, to
their team in January.
The second and third
matches of the season took
place last Saturday at the
Wesieyan Invitational. They
beat Bates College 8-1 and Colby
College 9-0. Against Bates, third
ranked Betsy Paluck '99 played
#1 for the team and lost, but she
played a nice complete match.
All players moved up in the line
up against 20th ranked Bates.
Sarah Burbank '99 won at #2 as
did, freshman PriscillaFarnum
at #3, Freshman Randy DePree
at #4, Sarah McGowan '99 at #5,
Emily Keating '99 at #6, freshman Nicole Hanley at #7,

The men's squash team
walked through their first two
matches of the season on December 5th versus Tufts and
M.I.T. Trinity brought eleven
players and won twenty one of
twenty two matches. Not only
did Trinity win handily, but
they did it with- only one of
their upperclassmen,
The first match of the
evening was the match-up between Tufts and Trinity. The
young Bantams, led by junior
Jon Freeman, won all of their
top nine matches, losing one
only game in the process, The
young talent was shown when
the team won it first match of
the season, 27-1. The line-up
consisted of the number one
and number xmo player on the
team Marcus Cowie and
Preston Quick. Honorary Captain Joa Freeman played number three. The rest of the line
up consisted of Rik Sheldon
#4, Duncan Byrne #5, Oscar
Butrago #6, Greg Nalenez#7,
Luke Semple #8, and Franklin
Hardy#9. When asked about
the match, Freeman said," We
have one of the most talented
teams in the country, but a lot
of the younger guys don't always get the recognition they
deserve. This match was a
chance for them to showcase
the potential we know they
have."

Amanda Tucker '98 at #8, and
freshman Jennifer Death at #9.
Against 12th ranked Colby,
Reifenheiser stepped into her
regular spot at #1 and led the
team to their blow out. #2 Paige
Vollmer '99 was given the weekend off so again the younger
players got another chance to
see real competition.
The Women's season opener
was played away at Connecticut
College. The Bantams won 9-0
with the 4th - 12th ranked players challenging the Camels.
Coach Bartlett worked hard
during the off season to,structure her teams schedule. Since
half about half the schools have
wide International Courts and
the others have narrow courts
she hoped to group the narrow
court matches at the beginning
of the season. She felt that one
of the things that kept her team

FILE PHOTO

from breaking into the Ivy
League last season was that
they had to constantly change
their game plan for each match
which was very unsettling.
Now that the team has played
three narrow court matches
they can concentrate on their
court movement for the wide
International Courts during
winter training over the break.
In January, the women's
squash team will be welcoming
Davie, who will join the
women's team as a freshman.
Coach Bartlett and her team are
excited to welcome a new face
to Trinity and to their team. The
ladies will come back from
winter break early to train on
campus and at area racquet
clubs. Their home opener will
take place January 15th against
Yale at 4pm. Be there to cheer on
the Bantams.

The turn around can also be
attributed to the Bantams' rebounding dominance. They are
averaging nearly 10 more rebounds per game than their opponents. Canty leads the team,
averaging 8 rebounds and Martin is grabbing 7 per game. The
Bantams are also shooting 71%
from the free throw line.
The Bantams play three more
games before Christmas break.
At home they play Western
New England College on December 10 and St. Joseph College on December 14. They also
play away at Smith College .qn
December 12.

Men's Squash Cruises
RHOADS

Expect to see crowds like this at squash
matches this year.

their all-time mark to 6-0
against the Falcons. Trinity was
led by freshman forward
Gretchen MacColl who scored
15 points and grabbed 10 rebounds. MacColl is from Portland, Oregon where in her
senior year she was elected the
Oregon player of the year in
both basketball and soccer.
MacColl also plays soccer for
Trinity. According to McGlynn,
who finished with a seasonhigh eight points, MacColl "ran
the floor very well which made
it easier to get her the ball."
McGlynn believes the team's
turn around can be attributed
to the fact that they "are much
more relaxed" than in their first
game, and that they are "focused" on winning.

The second match-up of the
evening was against M.I.T. The
M.1.X match fared the same as
the Tufts game with a few notable exceptions. Trinity lost
one match and had one great
five game set. Byrne took his
man to a grueling five set conclusion. Byrne was down a
game, but was able to rally for
the victory. The Bantams came
out victorious, winning 8-1.
Tufts and M.I.T. are the only
teams Trinity plays in the
United States before the big
Yale match when school starts
January 15th The Bantams will
travel to England over the holidays to play London's elite play*
ers. While there the Bantams
pick up another squash player
in Paul Ayling. Ayling matriculates at the start of the second
semester where he is expected
to play in the top five spots on
the team. Cowie originates
from Norwich, Norfolk England where he was the number two ranked junior in the
world.
When asked about the trip
to England Coach Paul
Assaiante replied," England
has some of the premier softball players in the world.
Whereas Trinity has been playing softball for only three
years, international players
have been playing for decades.
The competition on this trip
should help step up the quality of play, which will only
help us down the stretch ver. sus our toughest opponents"

